Libra ry constr uction :

Ref room to close

phot oby O.T.

New dorm begins to take shape despite I.B.E.W
strikers protest cf "sub- standard wages."

Union pickets dorm site
by Greg Nemrow

Cumm ings an d Brown were
still
under way, but that no
Three non-union electrical
decision
. to affect the
workers, under contract to
current
s
ituat ion h ad b een
install the wiring in the new
He said that
dormitory, prompted delays reached.
originally
both
union and
in the building's connon-union
electrical
construction last Friday when
tractors
were
i
nv
i
te
d
to
several members of the
submit
bids
on
the
project
Internationa l Broth erh ood
Electrical Workers, and that the lowest bidder,
of
local
1253, as is th e usua l procedure,
Waterville
esta blished a legal picket received the contract.
line at the construction site
As to how the refusal of
to protest their presence., tlie - union members of
As a - result, 29 union Waterville local 320 of the
workers, refused to cross the Carpenters and Joiners
line Friday and almost ' as union, the Bangor local 1284
jnany stayed off the job on of the Lab orers' un ion
Monday. .
and the Bangor local 2 of
¦The
I.B.E.W,
was the Bricklay ers' union to
protesting the substandard report for work would affect
wages the electrical com- the dormitory's construction
tractor, Avon Brown Co. of schedule, Mullen said "At
Barigor, was paying ' its the moment it's hard to
workers-the only non-union telL .but they (I.B.E.W.)
workers on the job. Pat did a good job today. "
Mullen of Buildings and
One problem that might
grounds, y the , official
mediator
between
the arise from this strike would
school ' and the strikers, be a setback in the condescribed
' substandard struction schedule, Scott
construction
"below Cole,
as
anything
wages
the union wage." He also superintendent , believes the
said that- the problem is not LB.E.W, does not have a
Colby's since Avon Brown serious gripe against the
was hired by the general Colby project since they
contractor , H.P, Cummings waited so long to picket
here. Mullen said of the
of Winthr«op,Me.
pickets, "I don't think it's
Folk
of
Cummings
Dauas
said negotiations between going to be anything, "

He could not say if the
dormitory would be ready
for fall occupancy at this
point as this depends on the
length of the strike. "It's a
50-50 proposition as " to
whether it'll be ready by
then (Sept.) ," he Said.
Mull en also ment ioned t hat
th e construct ion schedu le
would come up for a regular
review soon.

The Brewster "Ref" room
will be closed for studying,
the Quad area closed to
automobile traffic, and a
major noise problem created
for Quad residents and
daytime library users as
construction begins on the
addition to Miller Library.
The
official
goundbreaking
ceremony
is
scheduled for March 20 with
construction to begin soon
after. During Spring Break ,
the
Cataloguing
and
Acquisition Department of
Miller Library will be shifted
into the ref room. All of the
tables, except one, which are
now located in the ref room,
will be;moved to the present
Cataloguing and Acquisitions
area s, as well as to the
Robinson
and
Chaplin
Rooms.
According to Dean Smith,
other study space will be
made available on campus.
The Coffeehouse will become
a study area. The old Coburn
dining hall, which had been
separated into rooms for
emergency hoiising last fall,
will be equipped with tables
and lamps. Also, Lovejoy
classrooms will be open to
stu dents for stu dying at
night.
Shifting study areas into
these different parts of the
campus will bring about
several problems. Smith felt
that "we can repla ce th e
num ber of lost seats, but
now it becomes a question of
changing study habits." Also
none of t h e new stu dy areas
is car p eted an d th eref ore,
noisier than most other study
areas.

The noise caused by
construction will not be a
hindrance to most library
users, said acting Library
Director Fraser since the
heaviestlibrary use occurs at
night and on weekends,
Construction, he pointed out,
will take place only between
7 am and 4 pm on Monday
through Friday.
he
added ,
However,
"There's no way around it;
the Quad people are going to
be
seriously
inconvenienced."
Although

by Cathy Walsh

"Not enough books" and
"not enough space " are th e
most frequent complaints
heard about Miller Library.
The space problem will soon
be taken care of , th ank s to
the new addition planned
for later this year, but what
about the terrible lack of
useful books? Why is there
a problem, h ow severe is it ,
an d what's being done about
it?
Most people have been
directly confronted with the
"Not
enough
books"
problem while trying to do
research.
Important
(sometimes crucial) books
that should be in a college
library, are no where to b e
found in Miller. Students
have long expressed their
concern over this issue.

9 Colby upsets Bowdoin ,
80-78victor y p. 14
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H.P.
Cummings,
the
contractor for the project .
also worked on the Mudd
Building. The firm
is
familiar with and sensitive
to the academic operations
of the college. Cocks feels
they will be amenable to
revising work schedules
during reading and exam
periods.

Pr oblems in Millen
a lack of books
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some blasting will be done .
"the
major
disrupting
element will the sound of
heavy machinery ."

*

Junior Andy Brantner
says, "Sociology books and
journals that people need
are not there. People are
always going up to other
libraries. Why should we
have to depend so heavily
on the Inter-Library Loan
system?
A college with
Colby's reputation should
have a better book system , "
"I'm forced to do a lot of
my research up at UMO ,"
says senior Trudy Mulford.
"Colby
has
recent
periodicals, but I need
material from five or six
years back and our library
doesn 't have it. "
Beth Lynch expresses
another viewpoint, "I admit
there are some problems
with the library but it really
bothers me that when

News Briefs

Problem in Miller (continued)
people talk about the
library they automatically
put it down. Colby's library
is really strong in some
areas like special collections and old periodicals,
and when we don't have a
book I need, the InterLibrary Loan system is a
good way to get it."

¦VJP. finalists to visit

faculty and the library staff
is needed, the new director
must have a "demonstrated
ability to communicate
effectively and sensitively
with faculty, students' and
library staff. "
Mount ,- believes that
Jospeh Mount, who is m
charge of acquisitions, feels students could help identify
that a clearly written gaps in acquisitions. -He
acquisitions policy is needed encourages students to get
J. Fraser Cocks, acting
and that it will be supplied Involved by requesting new
director of the library and
by the new director. Mount books., but also adds a new
curator of special collecstated that past policies had acquisitions system must be
tion s, expressed similar
be
not been read, discussed or defined before much can
- c
feelings. He agrees that
understood by a large done.
there - are problems with
number of people.
Librarian
Reference
and
book
collections
Francis Parker pointed out
acquisitions, and said that
President Cotter, in a that good collections come
he and the rest of the
similar vein, said that a from a great deal of care
library staff are concerned
particular
type
of over a long period of time.
about what can be done.
acquisitions policy must be Some collections, "such as
defined. The library should the English and Economic
Cocks mentioned several
know,
"What sections we are sections, have always
different reasons for the
trying to build up and how received energetic care,
acquisition problem. He
we are „ balancing our while other collections have
pointed out that . Colby 's
been neglected." She adds
collection."
libra ry system contains
that
the
Psychology
The three major problems
360 ,000 volumes and that
collection
has
been
recently
in
the
past,
Cotter
said,
acquiring and then shelving
and
dramatically
improved.
have
been
lack
of
comnew books is a very timeParker and Cocks also
lack
of
munication,
consuming and complicated
organization and lack of feel that Colby is unprpcess. Shelving one book
leadership, A strong line of surpassed in several of the
often means moving huncommunication between the library 's special collections.
dreds of others and
Cocks expressed an interesting view of the
library 's problems, "The
idea of inadequacy of
library materials shows
much growth, and activity in
the curriculum.
The
library 's resources should
be used to the utmost. They
should be strained.
Everyone who comes here
has new interests and their
demands should always
outrun the ability of the
library." y
OX.TD3FA.SHIOJNKEO
These sections include
English and American
i poetry and literature from
the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, the women's
collection, the
history
collection of Irish poetry
and literature, and the
Thomas Hardy collections,.
, Even so, Colby is attempting to act on the.
problems of communication
and
organization
that
plague Miller Library right
now. A new director with a
new policy should help to
straighten out the situation,
but "these things take
time. "
cataloging new acquisitions
is always a very laborious
process.
Each year about 9,000
books are ordered, and
there are twice as many
requests for books from
faculty. The vast majority
of books are ordered by
faculty and are closely
related to curriculum
demands.
One reference librarian
commented, "The Colby
library does have a Jot of
problems right now but we
are earnestly working on
them. There are tremenorganizational
dous
problems left over from
past years."
"There has been a large
turnover in staff in the past
few years, with five
professionals hired in the
past year or two. There is a
backlog of about 10 ~se
books to be shelved and the
card catalog system is in
the process of being
modernized according to
new standards."
"The new director of the

library, for whom a search
is now being conducted, will
come up with certain
policies . based on the
demands of staff , faculty
and students."

The three final candidates for Administrative
Vice President will be interviewed by several
committees on campus next week. Judith A. Pitney, presently Associate Dean of the Faculty of
Arts and Science at New York University will be
here from March 8-10. Stanley A. Nicholson,
currently Director of the Office of Academic
Programs for the U.S. International Communications Agency and is in charge of supervising
the Fulbright Scholars Program, will be here from
March 10-12. Harold R. Wilde, presently a Special
Assistant to the President of the University of""
Wisconsin System, will be here from March 12-14.

Carnival a success
Colby 's Winter Carnival was a success, says
Carnival Chairperson Toni Ciota. According to
Ciota, better organization and planning, as well as
volunteer talent helped to make the Cf "nival successful. She adds that the unseasonably arm and
muddys weather did not hurt the success, and also
that the participation in the muddy activities _on
Frat Row Saturday was much greater that anticipated. Finally,, she says that the Bill Chinnock
concert on Friday, Febuary 20th made about a $350
profit.

Smokeless T.V.lounge
Residents of the Men's Quad voted on Tuesday to
make the Pepper television lounge a ''non-smoking
area." Several residents proposed the rule to Dean
Janice Seitzingcr who then had a dorm meeting
called. This dormitory is the first one on campus to
adopt such a rule.

Soifer to visit India "
The American Institute of Indian Studies
(AIIS) has awarded Deborah A. Soifer, assistant
professor of religion at Colby College, a postdoctoral grant to study and travel in India.
The specialist in Asian religion will spend three
months meeting with other scholars, observing
rituals, and continuing her research of Hindu
mythology. Among cities she will visit are Poena
and Kashi.
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U.S. aid to El Salvador

• TUESDA Y'S SPECIAL +

. The State Department announced a $25 million
increase in military- aid to El Salvador this week,
and a 20-mah increase in U.S. military training
experts to that country. The additional training
personnel raises to 54 the number of Americans
serving in military-related capacities in El
Salvador.
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The United States will remain the world's leader
in technology despite the rapid growth of some
foreign competition according to an RCA executive.
Division vice president and general manager
Joseph B. Howe was in town last- Monday to
address the Waterville Rotary Club and interested
"America will keep the
Colby students.
technological lead not because it is destined, but
because we have the will to achieve it ," said Howe.
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ECHOp ersonali ty of the week

'Local archaeologist' exposed
by Fran Mullin

He was proba bly the only f reshman in the histor y of
Faces and Places to name " local arch aeology" as one of
his hobb ies. That , his love for a rumpled brown cardigan , his knowledge of " Turn ing J apanese ," and his
amazingly unruly hair have all helped make Charles
Tenny a most "unique " personalit y of the week .
M ost people thought it was a j oke when they re a d it in
Faces and Places last year , but Charles has actually
been doing volunteer work in "local archaeology "
around his hometown for the last three years . It all
started when Charles ' high school history teacher gave
the class a choice: either read a few books and writ e
reports or do some digging at an archaeological site in
nearb y Alexandria , Virginia .
"Ac tually, I did it just to get out of the papers , " says
Charles. However , he soon found that he liked digging
for the " household rem ains" of a "Free black" (not
slave) colony of the 1800s, so he "just kept going back ."
Charles likes history (it' s part of his double 'major ) ,
but he's also interested in East Asian Studies. Born fh
Japan , Charles spent four years there before his father
was transferred back to the States. "I lived there during
eighth and ninth grade , too," Charles adds .
It could have been his childhood in Japan or maybe
his teen years rummaging around the archae ological
digs of Virginia , but somewhere along the line, Charles
Tenny developed an unu sual , compulsive attachment to
articles of clothing. Influenced by his idol, Ogden Nash,
he wrote a poem about the demise of one of Ids favorite
shirts :

Now the obj ect of my love, my passion ,
Was a yellow shirt , though out of fashion
Ra t her worn an d slightl y f r ay ed ,
Worth more t o me than gilded jade ;
Lightly shaded with hints of dirt
Was this magnifisplenduferous megashirt .
Ne'er was king, nor ser f, nor sprightly jester
Attached like I to polyester. "
Currentl y, Charles is emotion ally involved with his
brown cardigan sweater. "I love this sweater ," he
beams ,. ,"so much in fact , 'that last year , I became a
detective for a few days when it was missing." Outfitted
in a business suit, tie , black gloves, and magic marker
moustache , Charles conducted a door-to-door search for
the lost sweater , "It was going pretty well until two
big guys picked me up, dragged me down the hall and
locked me in the boiler room ," he remembers. "But I
eventually got the sweater back. "
If 'you ever have the luck of meeting Charles Tenny,
and you don't know what to call him, don't worry. "I
don't consider 'Charles ' formal , " he says, "but people
up here call me 'Chuck' an d even 'Charlie. ' The guys on
mv hall call me 'vou senseless waste of human flesh,'
but .ny friend s just call me 'senseless'. "
What does th e future hold for soph omore C harl es
Tenny? Well, af ter his debu t as the narrator f or "Casey

Amnesty International group launched

Charles Tenn y; senseless?
at the Bat" in the talent show, Charles landed a part in
the one-act play "Santa Claus ." Right now, he 's
preparing for the deliver y of his one line, "You know
what we mean!"
And long range career goals? He's not sure. Maybe
Charles will become a Hollywood actor or a men 's
fashion designer.
"Cardigans are coming back , " Charl es insists . " I may
have start ed a trend ."
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MATH AND SCIENC E

The developing world holds
70 percent of the world' s
population , but produces
less than 15 percent of the
scientists and
world 's
engineers. Put your degree
to work as an educator in
Latin
Africa ,
Asia,
America, the Caribbean or
the South Paci fic. Contact
the Peace Cor ps. Interviews
- Roberts Union , 9-4:30,
March B,
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Tendin g B«A.R.

the frus tra tion of aniying late

Did you know that :

by Emily Baker

The B.A.R. is open at . The B.A.R. needs a logo.
Colby. This group, Better The group will award a $20
Alcohol
Awareness,
is cash prize to the student
working under the auspices who submits the winning
of the Student Affairs logo. Entries should be
Committee and will be submitted to the Student
studying the use and effect Activities Office no later
of alcohol in the Colby than March 25.
The group cites four
community.
According to Beverly goals.
The first is to
Nalbandian, the group's provide educational inchairperson, the emphasis formation on alcohol.
of the B.A.R. will be to Toward that end the Stu-A
provided
recently
"help students as well as has
other members of the Colby matching funds with Dean
community
to
make Seitzingcr for the purchase
educated choices about how of a slide-tapei program on
to use alcohol if they choose the effects of alcohol use
and abuse.
to drink."

Other
goals
include
making individuals make
their own decisions on
alcohol consumption and
helping those with alcohol
related problems.
The fourth goal, to study
the attitudes toward arid the
impact of alcohol use at
Colby, will probably be the
first to be- achieved. A
questionnaire will be sent to
students soon in order that
the group be aware of the
present level of
understanding of alcohol use
and its effects.

HARVARD
this summer

The nation's oldest summer session today

blend s traditi on with cosm opolit a n div ersit y,

offering a full range of open enrollment, day
and evening liberal arts courses and preprofessional programs.The varied curriculum
includes courses appropriate- for fulfilling
college degree requirements along with programs designed for career development arid
professional advancement. The Summer
School's- international student body has access to the University's outstanding libraries,
museums, athletic facilities and calendar of
cultural activities, and may live in Harvard's
historic residences.

Foun ded . in 1877, the ECHO is published weekly,

except during vacations and examinatio n periods ,
by the students of Colby College, All corresponence
should be addressed to Editor , Colby ECHO , Colby
College, Waterville , Me. 04901. The ECHO is
represen ted by the College Advertising Servic e and
the Nat ional Educational Advertising Service , Inc.
for national advertising , Entered as ' ¦ '.
second
class mail at W aterv ille , Me. 04901. Subscriptions
are available for $7.25 per year.

Liberal Arts and Education

Undergraduate and graduate courses in more,
than 30 liberal arts fields, including intensive
foreign language programs. Specialized expository and creative writing training at all
levela Four and eight-week graduate courses
in education.

Pre-Professional Offerings

Man y Februar y Fres hmen
were interviewed this week,
and overall they seem welladjusted and very enthusiastic about Colby.
However, they all mentioned many frustrations
and difficulties that arise
from coming to college at
mid-year. .
A wide range of feelings
about the difficulty o'f their
experience was expressed.
In general, the new Freshmen agreed that although
arriving
in
February
presented some, difficult
times, this action was
worthwhile and they are
glad they came. Everyone
agreed that coming in
February is harder than
arriving with the bulk of the
class in September.
"It's .hard coming in when
everybody knows everyone
else, but you don't know
anybody," one girl said. "At
least
in
September,
everybody's in the same
boat.'!
Although both
academic
and
social
problems were mentioned,
the greatest , number of
worries were social ones.
The
greatest
disadvantage pf coming later in
th e y ea r seems to be t hat
th ese stu dent s must go
through their college adj ustment proc ess in . the
middle of an active year.
The full-year members of
the Freshman class have
already , endured the adjustment process and are
completely settled when the
February group arrives. As

Academic Calendar
J une 22-August 14, 1981

For further information

Return the coupon below or contact
Harvard Summer School, Department 9
20 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138
Telephone: (617) 495-2921
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Harvard Summer School offers all basic
courses necessary for pre-medical preparation, Of interest to pre-law students are
classes in government and economics. Business courses include computer programming, financial accounting, statistics and a
business writing workshop.

Harvard
^
Summer
School

February Freshman Kanh
McCarthy says, "Everyone
is already through what
you're going throu gh now ,
an d t hey can't re lat e to it ,
or maybe they've forgotten."
Many people mentioned
the important role the
""February
Freshman
friend " can play in making
the whole process easier.
Unfortunately, many of the
February students have
never even heard from their
assigned "friends," and
some have never even
heard of the program.
Those who have had successful experiences with
their "friends" stress the
value of the program and
urge future "friends" to
recognize how important
their commitment is to a
February Freshman. Some
new students felt it has
"made aD the difference" in
their adjustment process
because they have met a
whole circle of people they
wouldn't have met on their
own.
Although everyone feels
it's been fairly easy to meet
people, actually getting, to
know them is another issue.
The most universal
problem mentioned was the
f act t hat grou ps were
formed
during
first
semester an d now th ey're
difficult to break into. As
one newcomer put it , "The
cliques have already formed an d so man y things
happened first semester
that I'll never be a rj art of. "
Man y Februar y stu dents
feel
awkward
about

—

"joinin g iri'\ even when
they are invited, and they
question Whether . the invitations, stem from a sense
of obligation or genuine
interest. Most people have
an equal number- of full
year freshmen and fellow
February freshmen friends .
Academics seemed a
lesser problem for the
February Freshmen. Getting
used to the Colby workload
was easier for those
students who took courses
from other colleges first
semester.Many were able to
transfer enough credits to
allow them to graduate with
the class of 1984. Some
people worked from September to January, but are
not worried about their
ability to make Up lost
credits. Others have opted
to graduate at mid-year.
Most February students,
although admitting they
would have preferred to
come in September, feel
that the time out of school
was beneficial. One student
said that this time enabled
him to relax from academic
pressures and thus, felt
"psyched to work" upon
arrival here.
On the whole, this year's
group of February, freshmen
has generated . a positive
att itu de about their new
school! All are eager to
become
involved
with
everything that Colby has to
offer, an d look forwar d to
their future , years as
members of the student
body.
In the February 20th issue
of the ECHO , we incorrectl y
na med a Pro f . Mellin as the
Chairman of the VicePresidential Search . Com"
mittee.
Actually , there is no
Professor Mellin at Colby.
The Chairman of the VicePresident ial Search Committee is Prof. James
Meehan of the Economics
Department. We regret this

—

—
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BECKY'S
"SECOND TIME AROUND"

BULlETiN BOAR D
| NEW J o gging Suits I
Salesman 's Samples
' 1 DISCO UNT Price
I FOR SALE:
I ¦
Muskra t short
j acke t $1 001 .
mwmmmmmhh mMmimmwhwJ

.

l WANTED: , ""]
Western Hat s
and Cloth!rig
Lmmhmmi^mm,mmmmmmmmJ

Call 485-2059

PINE ACRES MALL
KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
OAKLAND

NEW HOURS: Mon. -Sa t. 10:00 to 5 :00
Sun. 12:00 to 5:00

Interviews over; Dean selection due soon
Dean

of Facul ty can-

didate interviews were
completed yesterday , and a

selection could be made as
early as Monday, accord ing
to
search
.committe e
chairman H enr y Gemer y.
The six applicants being
considered , three Colby
f acult y members and three
pro fessors
from
other
colleges, underwent
a
rigorous : schedule of interv iews, meeting with
students , -,' . _ academ ic
depar tment heads , junior,
and senior faculty groups ,
sta ff
members ,
administrators and trustees.
The internal cand idates ,
Biology
Department
Cha irman M ir iam Bennett ,
Government
Pro f essor
Sandy
Maisel
and
Philosophy
Professor.
Robert
McArthur
were
examined in a series of onehour interviews: over a twoweek period , while the
external applicants were

"We have six candidates ,

any one of whom could be a by

there 's a fairl y general
agreem ent ," he added , a
decision could be made the
same da y.
That selection must be
approved by the Board of
Trustees at their Apr il 25
meeting, but , Trustee Kevin

by Craig Bystrynski

good Dean of Faculty," Hill
added.
The search began last f all
when former Dean Paul
Jenson resigned to become
president
Thomas
qf
College. More than 150
applications were received.
Twelve external
candidates were selected from
amon g those a nd re giona l
inte rv iews were conducted

Hill, who participate d in the
"I
noted ,
interv iews,
frarikly would be astonished

Students blamed for
roo m thef ts increase

Sandy Maisel

.- by Gre g Nenvrow
Room thefts at Colby
seem to be on the r ise; yet ,
according
to Security,

brought to campus for three
da ys each and met with
more Colby personne l;

Each of the interviewers
is'now expected to present a
itten ; report to the search
wr
committee,
which
on
Monday will present " some
assessment " to P resident
Cotter , Gemer y said. "If

Miriam

Robert McArth ur

students have no one to

"Bennett

if there were any grea ;
concerns or problems "
expressed at the meeting
about Cotter 's selection.

Macke nzieleads search to
rep lace eased-out libra ry director
by John Campbell

Colby College Librarian
W. Stuart Debenham has
resigned ' and a committee

has been formed to hire a
new librarian , says acting
Dean of Faculty

Sonya

Rose.
Rose adds , however, th at
"Mr. Debenham 's abilit y to

connect Colby with other
libraries was considerable.

He came from a large

research library; my guess
is that is the type of library
he 'd be most successful at
running. "
According

to

Rose,

Debenham went on leave
December 19, and agreed
not to renew his contract

this summer when it expires. This action was after
a committee chaired by
President Cotter found that ,
says
Rose,
"his
qualifications didn 't meet
our needs-we found his
skills to be lacking in
several areas ."

Rose declined to name

search
committee
members in Boston and
Chicago.
The
thr ee
external
finalists , Political Science
Professor John Payner of
Michigan State University;
Chemistry Professor Paul
Dorain of the Indiana
University and English
Professor Paul Theiner of
Syracuse University were
then chosen from among
these app licants.

beginning
includes
Pro fessor

of

this year,
Government
G, Calvin
MacKenzie ,
chairman ;
act ing Librar y Director J.
Fraser
Cocks; Science
Librar y Director Susan
Cole; actin g . Dean of
Facult y Sonya Rose; an d
faculty
two
teaching
members , Chemistry Prof.
Wayne Smith, and English
wot. _ dwin Kenney.
According t p MacKenzie ,
the committee 's f irst job
was to draft an ad-

vertisement

which

was

placed in the Chronicle of
Higher
Education 4 and
several library journals.
The ad requested applicants with at least a
Master of Library Science
(MLS) and "background in
both public and ' technical
services areas ; demonstr ated ability to communicate effectively and
sensitively with facult y,
students , and library staff ;
knowledge of # the ap>

'
any specific areas where
plication
of
computer
Debenham was found to be technology
to
library
deficient , , commentin g proces ses, networks , and
"This is a highly delicate
'
sharing, v
matter , and I don't want to resource
familiarity
with
the use of
jeopardize his career. " "
technblogy ;
The committee to select a instructional ,
new librarian , formed at the and a record of increasin gly

Qn FrM wj Mnf iM
vote OAV/D STRA
¦ ¦¦
*. . . .

responsible administrat ive
experience in an academic
librar y, preferably
one
principally
serving
under graduates. " The ad also
jjtated that "Colby is an
equal opportunity employer
.which
encourages
apiplications from women and
of
minorit y
{members
groups." ;.
Mackenzie . says
the
committee sent letters to
the librarians of 12 major

decision th is summer , and

blame but their classmates.
Articles taken from dorm
rooms th is year range from
an $800 stereo receiver to $4
in cash.
acdoors ,
Unlocked
cordin g to Officer Dan
Dutil , account f or about 90
percent of room the fts, but
unlocked or jimmied-o pen
windows are also responsible. Dutil estimated tha t
almost 90 percent of the
thefts are committed by
Colby students , add ing
"A lmost an y student can
commit a crime and not get
caught."
According to security
off icers man y thefts are not
reported
for
anywhere
from 3-4 days to 2-3 weeks
af ter tbe incident. Dutil
stressed that Security works
around the clock so . the
sooner the f t is re ported the

Security contacts the victim
to determine what was
taken and its value. It is
noted_ whether doors or
windows were unlocked or
forced open and if valuables
were left in the open . If the
stolen property is of major
value or has serial numbers , the Waterville Police
is informed of the theft.
The recovery rate for this
type of theft is low. Security
can take f ew precau ti ona r y
measures except checki n g
for open doors and wind ows
on then* roun ds. Dutil said
tha t a warrant is necessar y
to conduct an y room

searches.

With the onset of spring,
to have a librar ian funcDut il cautions , money thefts
tioning in J uly .
alwa ys increase since man y
MacKenzie
notes ,
students either have mone y
however , that much of the
on hand for spring tri ps or
timeta ble is still tentative
need money for them .
Securi ty stre sses that more
qualifications have not been
student parti cipat ion is
seen. However , he added ,
needed in re port ing the f ts .
of the applications received
Students are urged " not t o
so far , an informal reading
look the other way" if
shows tha t there are many
i ifeilyqualified' appllcants.
witnessing
a theft or withsooner they can act.
holding theft information.
reported
theft
is
When
a
because the actual selection
process has not been started
colleges and the deans of and the complete range of
ever y librar y school in the
VISTAcountry
requestin g
_ __mH^ BJ |^^ H»A-'b
recommendations. Roughly
\1^_
J^^^^^^ ___^^^^^
^
Business
ha lf of the approximately 60
Development
Community
applications received so tar
1 \ ^m
Consumer
Affairs
_pH2r j_
< lipM**
- ..^J
**
WiF^
have been from recom* '"
y^*"PC
fflr
_fli Mr
nami'i"" ^! * '***
I"t ¦ I ¦
Education
j mended applicants. Several
Economic Development
more applications are exHealth
pected by the March 15 Home Economics-Nutrition
deadline.
Housing-Tenants Rights
After all applica tions
Income - Employment

have been received and

reviewed , the committee
will pare down the number '

of candidates

interviews.

and begin

According to

MacKenzie , the committee

members will go to regional ,
centtrs such as Boston or
Chica go to interview, a
process" which is cheaper
and easier than bringing .
cand idates to Colby.
'
"
'. After
completing
interviews , the committee
hopes to make a final

Mental Health

Energy - Self-help Housing
i

Your degree or experience
in your own community
could qualify you for VISTA
programs all over the
United States. Paid travel ,
spartan
monthly
living
allowance , health benfits.
$900 stipend after 1 year ¦of
service.
Interviews - ¦>-¦
Roberts Union , 0-4:30,
March 9.
Sign up in the car eer
nlanninfl office.

r%/lT
x

Paid Advertisement

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers
Interv .l.evTfj from 9:.00~ 'i: 30 , f i l m
& cUs cu*',n:lon "it '!:30 in Robert s
Union , ^arch ?..

Colby College

Preppy haven of tlie Northeast?
by Steven "Skip " Nicholas

Birnbach , however, insists that these are common
misconceptions of Preppies and the Preppy way of life.
Entrance into "Mondo Preppo ," she says , is not a
discriminatory process . Anyone , regardless of race ,
religion , color , sex , political affiliation , or tennis ability,
can become a Prep. And her handbook , which opens
with the claim tha t "it is the inalienable right of every
man, woma n, and child to wear khaki ," is devoted to
the developing, cultivating, refining , and perfecting of
Preppiness in the non-prep.
The manual lists all of the important tenets of the
"Preppy Creed ," and instructs the aspiring reader on a
large variety of distinct Preppy attitudes and mannerisms , including where to shop, how to dress , /what
sports to play, how to make love, now to throw a party ,
what to say, and when to . say it.
There's a^ detailed description of the Preppy value
system, which the manual calls "a hybrid of foe Puritan
ethic and noblesse oblige." And there are neat lists of
all the Preppy favorites. Favorite Preppy nicknames
include Muffy, Missy, Buffy, and Bunny for the ladies;
Skip, Chip, and Trip for the men.
Preferred Preppy hobbies include tenn is, sailing, and
"gatoring ," a sort of dance in which one Preppy yells
" Gator! " while his cohorts fall to the floor and begin to
squirm like hypo -active alligators.
There 's an .essay on giving birth to a Prepp y (written
by-who e_e?-Birnbach's own "Mummy ") , a how-to
essay on Prep Sex (subtitled "A Contradic tion of Terms ") . and even a Pre p glossar y that lists all the proper
Prep lingo (It defines love as "what ia girl feels aboul
ice cream , acM-a- beads sailing, and needlepoint. ").
^ the rundown of the top Preppy
But above all, there is
schools in the country : the best boarding schools, day
schools ,. colleges , and universities at which to broaden
one 's Prep horizons. , Colby is listed in the middle of the
pack , accompanied by a blurb that cites the school 's
"strong points "- 30 percent enrollment of Prep school
graduates and the convenient proximi ty to Sugarloaf ,
U.S.A,

. Preppy is not just a wardrobe. It' s a way of life.
And , according to "Th e Official Preppy Handbook"
< Workman Publishi ng, N.Y.C.) , it is a prevalent way of
life at Colby. The handbo ok, which has sold over 713,000
copies since its debut on bookst ore shelves last
November , ranks Colby (along with Princeton , Amherst ,
and Williams) among the top 20 "institutions of higher
prep learning ," a label that eluded the likes of Har vard ,
Yale, and Dartmouth.

Why Colby?

"It was ju st one of those things ," explains New

Yorker Lisa ''Bunny " Birnbach , editor of the handbook

and preppy persona extraor dinaire: "I just knew Colby
belonged on the list. " Birnbach , who has never visited
the campus (but is scheduled to talk here in Mar ch),
selected the college on the basis of what she had hea rd,
what she had read , and her own enigmatic "preppy
intuition. "
• -. . • ' ¦ '
"It' s like wearing a turtlene ck. No one ever had to
tell me not to fold down my turtleneck. I just knew ,"
she informed in a teleph one interview.
Birnbach , 24, was educated at . Riverdale Country
School (74) and Brow n University (*78), and dabbled in
freelance , writing , advertising , radio , and television
before being contracted by the Workman Publishing
Company to edit a Pre ppy guidebook last year.
A ccording to Birnbach , the idea had been brewing for
" about three years," while Workman waited for the
right time to serve it to the public . Needless to say, the
timing was exquisite . Chalk up another for "preppy
intuition. "
Exactly what is a preppy?
There is no clear-cut
definition . It is an intangi ble concept tha t most people
have difficulty putting into words.
Writer Erich Segal, whom the handbook holds
responsible for introducing the word into common usage
via his novel "Love Story, " defines a preppy as "a guy
who dresses perfectly without trying to. He appears to
Hn .everythin g well with ease. " He adds that "it's a
SSnvative of jthe word 'pre postero us."
, '
Bimbach 's own definition of a prep py is "anyone who
thinks animals belong on clothing rather than- in
nature. " Colby senior Jeff Hermanson defines a preppy
as " someone who was raised to expect the best and tries
,
to act suave ."
While no one person can put a conclusive nametag on
the preppy aura , there are distinct and recurring
thenies-those certain things that are automatically and
universally associated with Pre pdom : wealt h, status ,
" proper breeding, " a nonchalant attitude towar ds life in
gener a l, a summer home on Martha 's Vineyard , and a
life-time pass to the Harvard-Yale football game, to
name just a few.

"People come . here to ski and to be in the same state
as L. L. Bean," asserts the section on Colby.
"When I think of Colby, " added Birnbach , "I think pf
good-looking
people playing , skiing, and having a good
¦
time "

Steak House
FINE ST SEAF OOD
NORTH OF BOSTON
Ful l lin e of
Seafood and Steak
BREA KFAST 7-11
LUNCH 11-4
DINNER 4- closin g
FAWFIELD, MAINE

' '
O071 451-9011 . • . . ¦ .
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Colby- presents a false impression of the college , to
'
outsiders.
"I
talk
to
people
around
the countr y at college fairs ,"
While there is little questio n that Colby students love a
relates
admissions
officer
Jo an Alway, "and they all
good time , the idea of a "Camp Colby " atmosphere is
think
Colby
is
a
Preppy
school.
But I never thought of it
somewhat incomplete. One would be hard-pressed . to
as
one.
I
think
they
have
a
false
image of the college."
find a Colby student on the slopes on the day before a
"I
don't
think
we
are
particularly
Preppy, " agrees
a
term
paper
big exam, or out on the tennis courts with
Dean of Students Earl Smith , who was " mildly
due. There is little doubt , however , that Preppiness
amused ," by the apprais al. '-'It' s more woodsy and
exists en masse on the Colby campus , particularly in the
outdoorsy
than Prep py."
7 :. :
y
:
dress code, which is perhaps the most obvious and
The
consensus
among
the
Colby
community
*
however
,
widespread manifestation of the Preppy way of life.
is that the college does in fact , belong on the Preppy
*
list. Most students agree
that Colby has more than its
One need not look far to find Colby women in wideshare
of
Preppies
, But they are careful to point out that
wale corduroy pants , monogrammed Shetland sweaters ,
there also is mixed in a large popula tion of "pseudbFair Isle pullovers , and upturned collars , or men in
preps "-" skilled impostors who lack the traditi ohhf Prep
kha kis , polo shirts , Norwegian pullovers , and top-siders.
culture and the bonafide Prep educa tion but who feel
In fact , there have even been documented cases on
quite at ease at a party , chatting over a beer while
campus , albeit infrequent ones, of hot pink; Oxford
wearing a turtleneck , a candy-s triped Oxford butbuttondown shirts and wild electric parrot green pants f
tondown shirt , a V-neck Lacoste sweater , khaki pants ,
The Preppy lexicon, as described in the handbook , is
an embroid ered canvas " whale " belt, and Bean boots
also widely used at Colby. One does not order a pizza ,
(without socks , weather permitting )."
one orders a " za. " An athle tic victory is not terrific , it
"Sure , cVlbyV preppy, '""' assesses senior .Lauren
is " awesome " or "key. " One does not play a lot of
Ha mpton , "but there are few genuine Prep pies, It' s
tennis , one is engaged in "major tennis action. " One
mostly
just people ¦;¦who
preppies once
¦ conformed into
does things "in a big way. " :
' ¦ ¦^r ;9, A:- : - : :' '" l
^they got here. " . .. 7;' ¦ ,
"Col by is a fairly preppy school , " ado ^yWa rren H.
Students ' reactions to Colby 's appearance in the
Burrou ghs, Jr: v a freshman Prep school gradua te; "but
handbook are mixed , ra nging from benign indifference
, people here are more down-to-earth , They 're just' going
to pleasant surprise , to mild indignation. A few students
along- for the ride . They dres s Preppy¦ ¦ because
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦¦ it's¦ in
are offended by the Pre ppy classification / instinctively
' ¦ y '^ y^';
' ;:¦ • ' . ¦ • ¦ • ¦¦:•: ¦..¦• ' . ¦, "
"
7
''
7.
'/.
fashion.
equating Preppiness with snobbery. But Birnb ach inr Senior Lynn McLaren is mildly offended by Colby 's
sists that such a comparison is unthink ab le.
"
runner-u p,rating: VI can 't believe Babso n beat us out!
" It's a complimentary terrri , " she assures , " and a
; K
We
should have been in the top ten! "
very flattering one. After all , I'm a Preppy, too!"
With her book sales soaring toward the one million
Some think that the ranking and the description of
copies plateau , and the "prepldemic " sweepin g across
the Colby campus and the rest of the nation , Birnbach
has announced plans for a whole ¦; new line of Preppy
; paraphernalia. ¦ '¦ ¦¦ ¦ ' " . ¦:¦ ¦ " :¦ V ; ¦ ¦• ¦' }¦ ¦ '¦ " ¦> , <\%- : 7yy .^.- 1 ' ¦ •>
.
Among the ; now spin-off items will be, an Official
Preppy drinking ; shirt (printed oh which will be, the
handbook' s lists of "20 ways to express drunkenness "
and "20 verbal expres sions for vomiting! '), an Officia l
Preppy overnight shirt (in ultraprep pfiik ario y green ) ,
:
s
plus Official Preppy fotebags , bookba ga, aprons , dia ries,
:•
calendars , and .mbrc. y
~
But for how, Birnbach enjoys touring, signing books,
THE CONCOURSE ^J l lecturin g, and "having fun as a full-time , professional
fe ^ OVE RLOOKl IMG
¦¦
Z^ UPSTAIRS«22 MLVER ST*WATERV ILLE >^ ,. . Pre ppy.T '
y , - ' }¦ ' ' / ¦ '<¦ ¦ ,: ' • ¦
v yy.f ' '

¦

After all. It's not just a word; H'sa ' ¦way1 c*J %y;};v,y
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Bookstore investig ated

by Seam Duffy and Craig
Bystrynski.'
widespread
Despite
student
dissatisfaction,
prices at Colby's bookstore
are reasonable, according
to store manager Sue Beth
Fair.
The
store, . Seaverhs
Bookstore
recorded
a
surplus of $18,000 last year,
said Administrative "Vice
President Robert Pullen. It
is owned by the college and
treated much the same as a
department under Pullen's
auspices! The bookstore was
established by the board of
Trustees to "operate at
least on a break-even
policy."
r Even though the store is
owned by Colby, it is
operated as a business and
pays $10,000 rent to the
college. This money, along
with any recorded surplus,
is figured into the school
budget.
In return last year, said
college Treasurer Karl
Broekhuizen,
"They
received $2800 worth of
services from the college
and more." If Colby tried to
recover MX) percent reimbursement for services
rendered, he added, "We'd
have to price (textbooks)
right out the window;''
In addition, Broekhuizen
said, store owners wou ld
pay more than $80,000 a
year to rent a shop the size
of the bookstore in downtown Waterville.
Fair
disagreed
with
Broekhuizen's rent figure,
saying she could relocate in
the city for less than $10,000
a year. " No college can
exist these da ys unless it is
run . 'Eke a business,"
however, she added. Each
year , Colby advances as
much as $150,000-$"175,000
interest
f ree
to t he
bookstore to purchase texts.
Currently, both retail and
wholesale textbook prices
are set by the publishers,
Fa ir 'said. The bookstore
averages a bout 20 percent
gain on each book sold, but

doesn't increase the preestablished prices. She cited
a "Study which found the
average bookstore needs a
27 percent discount to break
even, adding Colby would
need slightly less.
The bookstore has no
control over prices of
certain other items, too,
including notebooks, food
and magazines.
Brands and items that
aren't pre-priced are often
market up to make up for
the loss taken on textbooks,
according to Fair. "I'll
make no bones about it,"
she said.
"'Colby ' items get the
biggest mark-up," she
continued. Most of these are
sold to visitors and alumni,
and . "I'll milk them for
everything they're worth
because then I can keep the

prices down for the kids."
Items bearing the- Colby
emblem are marked up
between 35 and 50 percent,
she said.
Beauty products, such as
toothpaste and soap, are
also marked Up, although
an average estimate of 12-19
percent would be high,
according to Fair. In adbecause
the
dition,
bookstore doesn't buy in
quantity, it pays higher
wholesale prices than larger
stores.
was
The
bookstore
established as a service to
students, and "textbooks
are its reason to be," Pullen
said. "Toothpaste, sweatshirts, and the like is an
extra service."
"The only reason we're
here is for the kids," Fair
added. "They may not
believe it, but it's true."

p hoto by Jason Pelleti er

students check out prices a1 Seavern 's Bookstore

Off The Hill
Middlebury College is sponsoring its Seventh
Annual Folk and Bluegrass Festival and Competition on April 24 and 25, 1981, and ALL folk and .
bluegrass musicians are welcome, but the . contest will be limited to the first thirty performers to
apply. There will be $700 in prizes awarded.
Deadline for applications is April 10. For info and
applications wpite: Fold and Bluegrass Festival;
Box c-4160; Middlebury College; Middlebury;
Vermont
05753. :
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; BUSINESS-ECON GRADS
Work with small farmers
and business people seeking
to obtain credit. Set up
j cooperatives.
Implement
sayings programs. Set up
accounting systems for
small businesses or coops.
Get your career off to an
unusual start with Peace
Corps or VISTA. Interviews
-Roberts Union , 9-4:30
March 9.
Sign up in the career
I planning office.
—- — —- — — — —
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Sue Beth Fair, store
manager' claims bookstore
prices reasonable L
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* PASTRAMI • LOBSTER ROLLS
STEAK « CHEESE • DYNAMITES • ROAST BEEF
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ib" Hamburg Pizza

NOW $ 1.79 Reg. $2. 10
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ASCEND FROM THE HOI POLIO!,
DISTINGUISH YOURSELF
JOIN THE NOBLE

PUBuc

WITH THE NEW 'UDDER-LY FA NTASTIC l
TEE SHIRT FROM

j
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Good thru 3/ 13/8 )
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"HAVE WE GOT MUNCHIES FOR THE MUJMCHIES"
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Dorm damage:

-—^—- Lecture notes

New Assessment policy wor ks?
by Bob Hoffman
An overall reduction in
the amount of campus
damage has been partly
attributed to the new dorm
system
imdamage
plemented earlier this year,
with Dana one possible
exception to this rule.
Under this plan, any dorm
damage, including external
property destruction is
assessed to all the residents
of the dorm. This plan has
reduced vandalism since
dorm residents are more
warv of vandals and more
inclined to report offenders.
In Ifecember' each Dana
resident was slated to pay
$12.00 in dorm damages but
this figure was reduced to
$3.06 as of last month due to
the new system. Recovery
of the $1,000 Oriental screen
accounted for this reduction
in addition to the reports of
irate Dana residents citing
individuals responsible for
specific acts of dorm
damage.
oana residents, however,
are faced with another case
of dorm damage this week
in the form of a shattered
water fountain. Presently
the entire dorm is being
assessed for the fountain
until the guilty party is
discovered. This latest case
of damage has led to a
questioning of the fairness

of the new dorm damage
policy - how should the
repair costs be assessed,
should the entire dorm pay
or only one floor?
Students in Leonard may
see a reduction in their
dorm damage bills as a
result of students reporting
offenders to their dorm
staff.
Dean Seitzingcr
believes
that
these
developments are proving
that "the new assessment
policy can work" and
stresses the importance of
"Students reporting any
knowledge of vandalism so
that dorm damage can be
assessed immediately."

Thursday, March 12
The Energy Action Group will meet at 6:00 in the
Smith Lounge for a meeting and lecture by Bill
Bowers, '82 on the "Principles of Wind Generation,"
6:30 - The Women's Studies Film Series will
present 'Rape Culture' in the AV room of Miller
Library.
At 7:00 there will be a lecture and slide presentatio n
in the Robins Room on the "Effects of Acid Rain on
Maine Lakes" by Tom Gordon, Executive Dire ctor
of Cobbossee W atershed District, sponsored by
CEC.

Dana residents faced with
new damage

Due to their versatility,
these oak furnishings offer
the
student
many
All the wardrobes
possibilities in terms of pearance.
pegboard
include
a
room space and ap- providing space for backing
shelves
as well as the detachable
bookcase, while detachable
bunk beds allow students
the option of two single
beds. In addition to singles
and doubles, the dorm also
Beat in resale clothing
contains 12 suites consisting
of four individual bedrooms
SPRING AND SUMMER
with a common living room
furnished with a two-seat
CLOTHES WANTED
sofa , two upholstered armchairs, an end table, and
ON CONSIG NMENT
a coffee table.
Furnishings
for
the

Open 10-5,Closed Tuesdays &Sundays
Donna Smith, Prop.
261 Church St Oakland, Ne. 465-3158

the Vice-Presid ential Search Committee.
Actually , there is no Pr ofessor Mellin at Colby.
Tlie Chairm an of the Vice-Presidential Searc h
Committee is Prof. James Meehan of the
Economics Department. We regret this erro r.
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8:00 - The Holocaust Movie Series will present
"Avenue of the Just" in L215, sponsored by B'nai
Brith. Bernard Gert, Philosophy Professor at
Dartmouth College, will.lecture on "The Philosophy
of Medicine; Valid Consent" at Given with a
rece ption after ward at Cahners Lobby of the Art
Galler y.

dorm's spacious community
room include over a hundred stacking chairs and
several dozen movable
couch pieces. This funcby Linda Baron
tional furniture allows the
room to serve . as a
Pass ive solar heating was the topic of the most recent
showplace for films or
Energy
Action Grou p discussion. Jon Linn , Colby's
lectures as well as a concert
Energy
Conservation
Engineer , gave a slide presenDean
facility. According to
tation
of
different
types
of passive solar heated homesi
orthe
air
of
,
Seitzingcr "
in
Maine.
has
been
furniture
dered
Homes with large , tall , glassed south sides were
exclusively purchased for
pictured
along with small , windowless north sides with
the new dorm" and she roofs slanted
shar ply, Also viewed were envelopewants "all of that furniture shaped homes and
homes on. mini-stilts. proper
its
to remain in
'
Linn
s main objective was to explain the practicality
place."
of building an inexpensive passive-solar heated house. *
us own home, built with a few friends , cost ap-'
In the Februar y 20th issue of the ECHO , we inproximately
$13,000. With lower heating costs, Linn
correctl y named a Prof. Mellin as tlie Chairman of
claims to have saved a considerable amount of money.

The Clothes Shack

all day !
Breakfast
*
* Steaks
* Seafood
* Roast Chicken

At 10:30 Murray Campbell Colby Physics
* , oh "Infra-red
professor, will present a lecture
Observation of H2 Regions - <3iant and Compact"
in conjunction with the Maine Physics Association
Meeting to be held in Keyes105.
At 11:30, Bates Physics Professor Eric Wollmann
will speak on "The Center of the Galaxy," Keyes
105."
U.M.O. Physics professor Neil Commins will lecture
on "Computer Simulations of Spiral Galaxies'-' at
1:30, Keyes 105; also in conjunction with the Maine
Physics AssociationMeeting
Monday, March 9 ^
At 6:00 pm, Lovejoy 215, Bryan Wolf, Director of
Undergraduate and American Studies, will present
"Vision as the Catastrophe, the paintings of John
Quider; or Where were vou the night Rip Van
Winkle came home.

is
Seitzingcr
Dean
currently in the process of
ordering furniture for this
dorm and living conditions
there promise to be
spacious and comfortable.
This furniture has been
selected on the basis of
durability, versatility, and
appearance, with each
student receiving a desk,
desk chair, a three drawer
bureau, a bookcase, and a
wardrobe.
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CONFEDER ATE FLAGS

REMEMBER THE SOUTH with a beautifu l
3ft. x 5ft. CONFEDERATE BATTLE FLAG!
Only $18.95 postage paid .
HEAVY
DUTY COTTON BUNTING
•100%
•WEATHERPROOF *WASHABLE to:
Please send $18.95 check or money order
PIPPINS ANTI QUES
517 Worcester Rd.
Rt. 9
Natick , Massachusetts 01760

This f l a gis of the highest quality cotton bunting
and it not manufactured with ariy synthetic
materialsor inexpensive cotton sheeting.
Order new-Order later-Tf tii offer does not exp ire.
8 ¦ .• 1 KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE
a iiau/ OJL u/aaIk for dellverv.
wwwMJ^MMMMMj ^MmmmmMm MMmmm ^

Solar energy discussed

The discussion was well attended by a group excited

over the semester 's future talks. This week's discussion

was of Barry Commoner 's energy policy, led by Anne
Morehouse ,
Anyone interested is invited to lead an energy-rel ated
discussion or to participate in the weekly sessions.
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SCHLITZ

1 2pz. BOTTLES

FREE ? 6oz. COKE WITH
THE PURCHASE OF ANY PIZZ A
WE DELI V ER

EVERY NIGHT UNTIL 9:30
10 a.m. till midnight
noon toi l p. m. Sundays 6cHolidays
102 College Avenue
873 - 2895
'.
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Announcements
CEC Clean up
.The Colby Environmental
Council will sponsor a
clean up on
xsmrpus
Saturday , March 7, from 1012 am , weather -permitting.
We will meet at Robert 's
desk at 10 am to distribute
trash bags. In case of inclement weather the clean
up will be postponed to
Saturday, March 14. Pitch
in and help !

field day , and a barbeque.
Anyone intere sted in
organizing these events is

theme for Women's Week
will
be
chosen , " and
organization of events will
get underw ay. All members of the Colby community are invited ~ to
participate.
If you cannot att end this
meeting, but are interested
Women 's week
in taking part in organizing
Womens '
Week , please
Colby is once aga in contact Kam McCully at
celebrat ing Womens' Week ext. 576.
this spring .. This year
promises to be the best yet
Solida rit y Speaker
with a vari ety of new 'events
planned in addition to the
Jozef
Kwaterko ,
a
traditional WonT'ils Race ,
guest speakers , workshops member of the trade union
and dance. Among the new Solidarity in Polan d who
events will be a Women's teaches at the University of
tenn is tournament , cof- Warsaw , is speaki ng today
feehouse performance , a on campus.

Career Watch

Sponsored

Depar t ment

by

of

the

Modern

Foreign Languag es and the,
R egional Canadian Stu dies
pro gram , his pres entation ,
"Poland in Crisis ," will be
at 7:30 p.m. in room 215 of
the Lovejoy Building.
Earlier this afternoon , the
scholar will discuss literary
censorship
in
Eastern
Europe
and in North
America , at 3:30 p.m; in the
English
department 's
seminar room on the second
floor of Miller Library . The
public is invited to both
sessions without charge.

Teac her ed
Anyone
interested
in
Colby 's Teacher Education
Program is invited to a
reception in the Whitne y
room in Roberts on March
17, from 4-5 pm. Refresh ments will be served.
Upperciassmen
will be
available for questions.

AUDIO-RECORDING
INSTITUTE
with
the
ASPEN MUSIC FESTIVAL
- An intensive worksh op in
basic recording techniques.
Learn a valuable career
skill in the breathtaking
rockies , r ecord ing some of
the finest live classical
music. Brochure and informat ion now ava ilable in
the Career Plannin g Office.
MCKINLEY EXPEDITION
- Infinite Odyssey is looking
f or four people to join a f our
week McKinle y expedition.
on the basis of resume and Winter mounta ineering and
cover let ter only. Find out high alt itude experience
where to app ly in Career necessar y . Contact them in
Boston or call directl y . We
Plann ing .
have
the number and adPRIVATE
SCHOOL
"
:
dress
.
TEACHING , MATH OR
COMPUTER SCIENCE - THERAPEUTIC SUMMER
Progressive private school CAMP POSITIONS - For
listing of the research areas (grades 9-12) is looking for emotionall y disturbed boys
and how to a pply for the teachers. Full description ages 6-15. Looking for a
program is avai lable from of job and of the school is male; Positions in special
activities , science, physical
the Career Planning Office. available. education
, and cam ping
C .I.A. CAREER TRAINING ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR instruction . Nine weeks.
PROGRAM - The agency is OF ADMI SSIONS - Hoba rt Salary $1200-1300.
Ask
actively recruiting
per- College. If you have had
where
to
write
for
more
sonnel in many , career any
work , information in the Career
adm issions
paths , especially
those Hobart
is looking for Plannin g Office.
applicants interested in the someone like you. Deadline
F OR
collection of foreign in- is Ma rch . 31.
Brief SCHOLARSHIP
telligence . Looking for a description ava ilable in JUNI O R YEAR IN ISRAEL
- An annual scholarship of
strong interest
in in- Career Plann ing.
$1500 is offered for a year of
ternational
affairs , comstudy in
munications skills, desire to INSURAN CE . .- If the in- undergraduate
Qua lif ications inwork with foreign nations , terviews to date have been Israel.
and foreign language skills of interest to you , sign up clude scholarship record ,
and
or sciences are of particular now for USF & G and Jewish background
need.
Find
out
where
to
interest. Salary to start is Northwestern Mutual Life.
apply
in
the
Career
Plan$15-22,000. . Find out . how to USF & G is ah insurance
apply in Roberts 252,
company primarily dealing ning Office.
MAINE
EDUCATIONAL with bonding. , They are CAMPU S
RECRUITING
DIRE CTORY - 1981 versio n looking for a Fidelity-Surety
NEXT WEEK:
of the listing. Includes all Underwriter trainee. Good Monday , March 9
with
good
schools in the state as well company
Peace Corps - 2 schedules,
Located in applica tions
as names of pri nciples , benefits.
must
be
addresses , phone numbers , southern Maine.. Portland
completed before signing up
Interview s will be
and such .
Now in the area.
4:30 Peace Corps Film next Wednesday, March 11.
Career Plannin g Librar y.
Robins Room
Northwestern Mutual Life
, March 10
OVE RSEAS
TEA C HING will be interviewing next Tuesday
..Northwestern
Mutual
OPPORTUNITIES
- Tuesday , March
10,
Life
Bulletin of openings has just Information is available for
Data Resources
come in - everything from USF & G.
For NorWednesday,
March 11
drama to physics. Early thwestern
Mutual
Life,
..United
States Fidelity ,
application is essential for information is forthcoming.
Company
and
Guaranty
most. * Look through the list Sign up now for an in
Thursda
y,
March
12
'
in the Career Planning terview.
Company
Merrill
Trust
Office.
MONTESSORI TEACHING
OPPORTUNITIES
Summer courses in Montessori teaching followed by
an internsh ip in a place of
your choice anywhere in the
countr y.
Openings for
tea chers in Montessor i
schools are st ill plent iful .
Find out who to contact in
the Career Plann ing Offi ce.
PREDOCTORAL
TRAINING PROGRAM IN
ANATOMY
AND
CELLULAR BIOLOGY Tufts University School of
Med icine offers tra ining
programs in wh ich students
receive tuition waivers and
an
additional
perha ps
stipend.
For those interested in the numerous
research areas of anatom y
and cellular biology.
A

NCAA
PUBLIS HING
DEPARTMENT - Looking
for a publications editor
responsible
for
aH
publications ,
corre spondence and pr int ing f or four
sports . Wi ll also contr ibut e
articles for publicati on in
NCAA news. Candidates
should have experien ce in
publ ishing as well as
editing, shoul d be capa ble
typists ,
sk illed
in
corres pondence ,
and
knowledgeable in sports.
Cand idates will be chosen

Biology Seminars
Open Biology Seminars ,
all invited to attend and to
participate in discussions.
The next schedule d seminar
is for March 12, at 4:30 p.m.
in Arey 110. Speaker is Dr.
Robert Martin , Dean of
Division of Science and
Mathematics
at
the
University of Maine at
Farmington.
, Topic is
''Yellow Nose Voles, Bats ,
and the Baculum ," Martin
is part of a group which
discovered a new species,
(creature
the peccary
similar to a pig) , and is also
involved with whale work.
Come ask questions !
Dr. Harold Dowse "of the
Orono
Department
of
Zoology will be the seminar
speaker on March 18, at
6:30 p.m. in Arey 110. His
topic is "The Effects to a 10
Hz Altern ating Electric
Field of Low Magnitude on
Drosophila
Rhythms.

COUNSELOR FOR BLIND
ADULTS - a vaca tion camp
for blind adults in Sprin g
Valley, New York is looking
for staff for their summer
season.
No previous exper ience work ing with t he
blind is required. Will lead
program ac ti vit ies, and
assist campers in dorms
and meals. A terrific introduct ion to social service
worn . Train ing included.
- costs
Transportation
covered . Find out more in
Roberts 252.
'TEACH IN ALASKA - The
Universit y of Alaska acts as
a placement agency for
teachers in the stat e. F ree
service . Man y vacancies

Dowse is an authon ty on
biological rhythms in many
species of animals.
Many more fascinating
seminars are planned for
Everyone invited
April.
and encouraged to attend.
Pre-Freshmen
"weeken d
Pre-freshman Weekend is
here again (March 12-15).
Fifty-eight
pre-freshmen
have been invited , thirtyfive of which are Ralph
Scholarshi p
Bunche
nominees.
The Director of Inte rcultural Activities Peter G.
willing
Jordan
needs
workers and hosts to make
the weekend an enjoyable
one. Mr. Jordan can be
contacted in Lovejoy 110 or
at extension 294.

How about shor t trainin g
programs in:
AR-„
LANDSCAPE
- FUND
CHITECTURE
RAISING - PUBLICATIONS .
LEGAL ASSISTANC E
Brochures now availa ble or
W ashingt on
George
University 's programs it
these a reas .

BIOPHARMACEUT ICAL
- a new
RESEARCH
program in the graduate
programs of the Univers ity
at
Massachu set ts
of
Research ,
Amherst.
and
development ,
phar in
regulat ion
maceuticals. Through the
each year. Find out how to division of publ ic health.
apply in the Career Plan- Brochure and more informat ion now available .
ning Office.
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Oxford summer
Applications , are now
being
. accepted
for
Susquehanna
University ' s
ninth
biennia l summer
study progra m at Oxford
University in England.
"Susquehanna at Oxford *'
is a program of study in
British history, culture , and
society with releva nt travel
and excursions in England
is
Further
information
available from the director
at
of the Susquehanna
Dr.
Oxford
Program ,
Robert Bradford , Professor
of Political Science at S.U..
Selinsgrove , PA 17870.
is
Application deadline
April 1.

Classified
X-Country Ski package .
Kneissl Skis , Excel Poles ,
Heierling size 39 (women 's
V/z) boots. Great condition.
Best offer. 873-3184.
Raichle Downhill Boots ladies size 7. Great shape.
$20. Also ladies , sma ll Hea d
ski jacket - like new. $20.
Ingrid x561

For Sale: One Albatross
large , white , ver y.heavy.
Replies Box 523.

OAKLAND JEAN SHOP
261 CHUR CH ST. OAKLAND 465-3151
MEN'S VEL OUR

Reg. $24 NOW $15

LA DIES VELOUR

Reg . $16 NOW $14

MEN'S DESIGNER CORDS

Reg. $20 NOW $15

LADIES DESIGNER JEANS

Reg. $32 NOW $23
Reg. $17 NOW $12, 99

MEN'S CHINO S

Reg . $14. 99 NOW $12.99

LADIES CHINO'S

FREE LETTERING WITH PURCHASE OF
.
TEE OR BASEBALL SHIRT—CLASS OF '81 TRANSFERS
ONLY 99' WITH PURCHASE OF TEE SHIRT

OPEN

Mon .-FN. 9:30-5:00

'

Sat.

9:00 - 4:00

VISA & MA STE R CA R D AC CEPTED

¦
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Colby scientists spend compressed semester in Bermuda
Nine weeks of work and play in the sun

This spring 12 students are spending a compressed
semester of 9 weeks at the Bermuda Biological Station.
The first 5 weeks are devoted to lectures, labs, and field
trips for 2 regular courses- Introductory Oceanography
and Sedimentation.. During the last -four weeks, each
student will be working on an Independent Study
oroject.
Field trips so far have been on moped cycles and later
will be by boat. Student enthusiasm for the mopeds is
somewhat dampened by the frequency of breakdownPaul Muniz has had four cycles in three days. Nothing is

i-

L to R: Abby Smith, Paul Muniz, John Simpson,
Greg Davis (above), Katie Critchlow, Peter
Biostation Main Building: housing and dining for
Colby students.
quite as heart-stopping as to have your cycle miss and
"spit" when you are 9,km from the Biostation, and it is
near 5. pm, and you just know that the cycle shop will be
closed when your bike "dies." On our third field trip we
were caught in a heavy rain and while returning tad 2
minor "wipeouts" and two other mear-misses. This
unreliability and the ever present danger of a
"wipeout," makes every field trip an adventure.
The Biostation itself is a comfortable home for our 9
weeks. Each student has his-her own room and 24 hour
per day access to the library and labs. Meals are served
in the dining hall in the main building and the combination of a first rate chef and farm fresh produce has
made meal time a real delight.

Weather in Bermuda can be a bit Unpredictable at this
time of year, but so far we have been very lucky. We
have had only two partly rainy days and the rest has
been glorious sun. Everyone is showing an increased
T.I.(tanning index). But please don't envy us too much.
If you really want to know about Bermuda spring
weather seek out Prof . Mizner or Prof. Cocks and ask
them about their Bermuda tennis games.
Aside from our regular classes, the Berrnuda
Environment provides many learning experiences" and
examples that tie into our course work. During the last
few days Bermuda has narrowly avoided a major
ecological disaster and may still face severe environmental damage.
The Panamian Registry ship Eastern Mariner
carrying a cargo of phosphate fertilizer put into Bermuda in a sinking condition after sustaining damage at

Scheetz, Erin Healy, Tina Andrews, John Munsey,
and Brad Miller (behind) David Silborkleit.
sea. Realizing the ship's condition and the near impossibility of quickly unloading the phosphate; N the
government following the recommendation- of Biostation
scientists, ordered the Eastern Mariner out of Bermuda ,
waters.
If the ship had sunk here, the effect of the phosphate
could have devastated the reef ecosystem upon which
depends the very existence of Bermuda. As it was, the
ship sank just outside Bermuda waters where the
phosphate canJoin the other -nutrients in the oceans'
depths, but the'600 tons df fuel oil carried pose another
problem. The leaking oil formed a slick that is now
broken up and drifting out to sea. If leaking continues,
as expected and if the winds shift in the next few days,
our class will have an unwelcome first hand opportunity
%
to study oil pollution.

BERMUDA
FROM ONLY $279.00 plus 15% tax and service

MARCH - APRIL Weekly Saturday Departure s
PRICE IN C L U DES:

Roundtrip jet transportation from Boston or N.Y
8 days/7 nights accommodations
Round-trip transfers from airport
All taxes and gratuities (except 5.00 BDA tax)
Full breakfast and dinner (hotel package)
Fully-equipped kitchenettes
College (week activities
.Plus Exclusive
• Welc ome Party with Bermuda Strollers
• Free Beer and Souvenirs
• Admission to Night Clubs and more
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limited Space

Act Now

Mail $25.00 Deposit To:
Ad ven t ures In Trav el
1200 Post Road East
Wes t por t , Conn. 06880
or write or call for brochure and information (203) 226-7421
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Lif e in Sp amenug ktehsand intrigu es Colby J un ior----—¦
by Thad Burr

When I landed in Mad rid, Spain early on the last day
of August , 1980 for my junior semester abroa d, I was
lost. I shuffled through customs and security under the
burden of more luggage than I had any reason to believe
I could carry and arrive d in the visitor 's lobby. Unlike
most of the other stud ents on the plan e, I hadn 't
received a letter from my pr ogram earlier that summer
containing the name of the family with whom I would
stay. No prob lem, they had written instead , just check
in when you arrive and you will be assigned .

of a gracious , understanding Spanish widow in a single
with another American student for a house-mate . ,
Although at first neither of us could understand a word
of her heavily accented , colloquial Spanish (not at all
the slow smooth Colby brand ) , she took us under her
wing . In effect, showed us the cultural high points of
our neighborhood , and daily began feeding us huge
quantities of home-cooked 1 Spanish food.
The staple ingredient in the Spaniard 's diet is olive-oil.
Olives and wine-grapes are Spain 's principle crops ,
and any student desiring to study in Spain absolutely
must be able to stomach constant heavy doses of oliveoil in the cooking . Given this tolerance , however , Spain
is a gastronomic wonder . At one point in the semester ,
a professor stressed that an important element in
growing to know any cultur p was growing to know the
indigenous diet . This is true at least in Spain .
My senora (the- ^owner of my apartment ) took great
delight in cooking us the most traditional , most unique
Spanish dishes she could find. Among the traditional
were paella , a concoction of mussels , shrimp, rice , and
chicken , and Cocido , a three-course specialty of
Madrid . Among the unique were pigs ' ears , ha ir and
all , and buU 's tail , which needed three days ' preparation
before it reached a point tender enough to cut . All of
these were served at the Spanish meal hours : bre akfast

So when I saw the director waiting in the lobby
holding up an N.Y.U. in Spain sign , I-- eagerly approached him and forwarded my name . "Burr?" he
said incredulously , "we have no Burr listed. " I appeared to be homeless. He tucked the address of a
boarding house into my jacket-pocket and sent me off in
.a taxi. To my utt er horror , I found that I couldn 't un
derstand a single word the cab-driver spoke, nor could

he understand me.

A half-hour and many Spanish peset as later , I arrived
at my boarding house. After unde rgoing the same
routine of incomprehension I had suffered with the
cabby , except this time with the " senora " of the
boarding-house , I set out towards the city-center to cash
my $2000 banker 's draft check. It represented all the
money that I had. "No/' I was told at the bank. It can

not be cashed. Give it to us and come back tomorro w. I

very reluctuntly let the check slide out of my fingers. A
full two weeks late r-week 's of impassioned pleas in
broken Spanish , and financed through borrowed money
from generous fellow students-I got my $2000. At the
same time , I was finally found a Spanish home in which
I would live,
¦¦ ¦ ¦ ' ¦ and I was able to move out of my boarding
. house.
After such inauspicious beginnings , my experiences in
Spain ra pidly improved. I was placed in the apartment

of coffee and crackers at 8:00 .a.m., a lunch - four
courses - around 3:00 p.m. and followed by a siesta , and
finally a dinner almost as extensive as the lunch at 10 : 00
or 11:00.
Though it may seem unlikely , between the feasts there
was ample time for studying. The school - one building
housing both Spaniards learning English and Americans
learning Spanish - was a half hour walk or by metro
ride and the schedule was of four courses during a four
day week. Although our classes were comprised of only
Americans , the professors were of the University of
Madri , and many respected scholars . My literature
course was taught by Claudio Rodriguez , one of the
preeminent post-war novelists , and the Don Quixote
course - was taught by Oliver Morales , the author of
many works and former directo r of the prestigous
national library. The general favorite , though , was the
art course , taught not in a classroom with slides, but in
the Prado museum , with the original works .
The four day class-week was designed intentionally to
create free time. Also intentionally , the work load
during the week was far from overbearing . The
philosophy of the school was simply that the student be
allowed to make the best use of his time while in Spain.
Any student can take a preponderance of Spanish
courses fro m fully qualified instructors without ever
leaving the U.S. So, the advantage which a semester in
Spain offers , and the best use of the American students
time is. in absorption of the culture. By far the most
educational aspects of- my Spanish experience were
extra-curricular:
either traveling to other cities during
the long weekends, going to the Madridean bars and
talking and listening to the Spaniards , or just sitting
home chatting with my senora. Even Spanish television

is an excellent linguistic education.
Speaking of travel serves to indicate the typical
holiday-in -Euro pe semester , but not so. There is
nothing comparable to -seeing, instead of reading about ,
a huge , two-thousand-year -old, completely intact , stone
aqueduc t, left from the era when the Hispanic peninsula
was a Roman province . Neither is there any substitute
for seeing and smelling an example of the Spanish
three-story farmhouse system - pigs, et al on the ground
level , bedrooms one floor up, and living rooms on top.
Finally ,, the traveling aspect of the semester is worth its
trouble ' if for nothing more than to see the tiny, armswidth streets of the walled gothic neighborhoods which
most of the larger cities preserve and use.
For me, the semester in Spain was also a political
awakenin g. Spain 's democracy, five years after the
death of 35-year dictato r Franco , is embattled. Franco
The
"ingovernable. "
himself called the Spaniard
central democratic party (UCD) was the party in power
until last week , but even then it struggled against a
stron g communist element and an equall y large
"fraguista " facist party, labeled by the N.Y.U. history
professor as "neo-nazi ," Aside from these three major
powers , there are numerous smaller parties and the
government , its hands full with just the political infighting and terrorism , has little time to combat the
problems which Spain shares with the rest of the wor ld:
its high unemployment and inflation.
Pa rticularl y disturbing is the autonomous impulse ,
shared by more than one of Spain ' s provinces. Catal ina
and the Basque country are two Spanish -regions wh^
proudly speak dialects in place of Castillia n and.wnicn
are trying to dissociate th emselves with Spain to form
their own governments. The problem is especially acute

in the Basque country where terrorism results weekly in

the death of more than one member of the Civil Guard ,
the ultraconserva tive descendent of Fra nco 's special
rural police force. The gravity of the issues face d by
Spain in general increases one' s awareness of the
security and well-being we feel in the U.S., but the
concern with which a Spaniard regards his country 's
problems is refeshing in contra st to the political apathy
so comui.Qn in Americans.
In all , my semester in Spa m was one of the . most intriguing, enlightening happenings of my life. Before
flying home , I bought a Eurall -pass for the mandatory
To be
American 's three-weeks-travel -around-Europe,
sure , that was an experienc e in itself. Having just
surmounted the langua ge barrier , I was forced with two
or three (who knows? ) or more , and I developed* ^ quick
facilit y at uttering , words like "bed" and "food" in
French.
However , my memories of that trip were pale in
comparison with those of submerging myself in the busy
city-life at the center of the Spainish culture for four
months. I will always keep warm recollections of the
tiny gothic streets of Barcelona awash with people and
light on Christmas night , and the daily crush ana bustle
in the bar s, streets , and subwa ys of Ma dr id.

^From the editor
Constructiv e
studying?

Letters to th e edito

Tragedy has ' struck at Colby; "reffers" have
become an endangered species. After spring break,
they will no longea- be able to maintain their
existence ira their natural habitat.
Where wall the reffers go? The official word is
that they will take up studying in, Mary Low,
Coburn, Lovejoy and what will be the former
cataloging and acquisitions rooms of the library.
. "What! Give up the high ceilings and sunshine
and comfortable atmosphere we've all grown to
love for the not aiearly so cheerful or quiet
surroundings of the rear of the library,, former
dining halls or classrooms?" cry the reffers'
Aside from the obvious social disadvantages of
being separated from their fellow reffers, these
displaced students find another major flaw in the
proposed "substitute" study space is its lack of
carpeting. This point may seem trivial to some of
you, but "have you ever heard the sound of clogs
striking a tile floor in a room where the acoustics
are unbearably impressive?
The noise level of the construction is bound to
affect studying as It begins at 7:00 a.m. every day.
(that means rise and shine all of you Quad
dwellers!).
We are led to wonder what will happen to the allcampus cumulative;grade point average by the end
of the construction period. If it should decline,
there's no problem. Think how high it will soar once
construction is completed. The contrast will be
great PR. for the college's new facility as we say,
"Wow! Look what a difference a new library
makes!"
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Investment committee chairm an replies
To the Editor:
Although I am appreciative of the support
your February 27 editorial
expressed for the work of
our committee and the
trustees on the decision to
divest Citicorp, there were
some inaccuracies which I
would like to correct in
order to set the record
StF£kl__lt

In the editorial you asked
why Colby had taken so
long to ( act when other
schools had divested much
earlier.
That is a
reasonable question with a
simple explanation. The
other schools divested when
Citicorp had a policy of
loaning to the government
of South Africa.
Our
committee was not yet
functioning at that time.
Subsequently Citicorp explicitly
and
publicly
reversed that policy and
committed itself to
more such loans. When t.at
happened, the reason to
divest evaporated. In 1980,
however, Citicorp reversed
its oolicv once again and
has now " begun loaning
funds to the South Africa
government. In response to
this reversal we recommended divestment. In
short we didn't take a long
time. On this round we
divested before Harvard.
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charge of secrecy -was the
absence of any specific
figures detailing how much
money was involved. That's
riot surprising; we didn't
know how much money was
involved until the sale took
place. 1 can now report, on
the b£sis of the monthly
summary Which I received
the day your editorial was
published, that we sold 8000
shares of Citicorp in
January for $195,213.46. 1 do
not yet have the information
on the remaining shares.
The final question your
editorial raised concerned
the consistency of the actions of the college. In
particular you cited two
recently purchased stocks
which our committee had
recommended for removal
from the approved purchase
list.
Our committee has a
standing rule that em-=
plovers with fewer than 25
employees in South Africa
do not have to meet the
same tests as other firms.
Unfortunately * my committee does not have information on the number of
employees small firms have
in South Africa. In
recognition of this lack, our
procedure is and has been, to
recommend, removal of
all firms which violate the
tests and place the burden

Stu-A elections : enter the race !

Deborah J . Fanton
Layout Editor

Richard A. Secor
Business Manage r
Adver tisi ng Manage r

Your editorial asked,
"Why keep it a secret?"
The answer is we didn 't.
Our policy has been to issue
press releases when a
particular divestment is
undertaken for mainly
ethical reasons. This is
precisely -what we did with
the Dresser and Englehard
stocks divested last summer. Since the article
describing those decisions
appeared^ in the New York
Times aaid Wall Street
Journal we were hardly
keeping it a secret. As the
minutes of the trustee
meeting
make
clear ,
however,
the
Citicirp
divestment was not purely
for ethical reasons. Most of
the stocfc was sold for
financial reasons prior to
the trustee meeting. In
were
addition
there
divisions on both our
committee and the trustee
committee about what the
ethical
"appropriate"
stance was on this issue.
legitimate
There
are
grounds , for reasonable
people to disagree. In light
of this it was not appropriate to issue a
statement saying Colby had
divested for ethical reasons
since that simply wasn't
true. .
The other basis for your

statement to the ECHO,,
This
should be no
longer than one page and
must be delivered to the
ECHO office by 6:00 pm,
March 9 ( Monday),
Any
full-time \ Colby
student is eligible to run for
office. The classes of 1982,
1983, and 1984 will be electing their respective class
presidents, vice "presidents;
treasurers, and secretaries.
The entire '.student body will
be voting, for the nine
positionswhich comprise the
Executive Committee of the
Student Association.
I strongly encourage all
those who have any
questions concerning . the
various posit ions to contact
current class officers or StuA members. Anyone with
quest ions concerning the
election itself may contact
any member of the Stu-A. If
y ou want to get involved in
the student government at
Colby, the time Is now.

On Friday, one week from
today, elections will be held
for class officers as well as
for the Student Association
at Colby. If past years are
used as a basis for comparison, many of the
available offices will be hotly
contested, while others may
unfortunately receive little
competition. Speaking from
experience, there may well
be a few positions which
may not be contested at all.
I would hope however, that
these past experiences do
not repeat themselves this
year.
All Colby students who
wish to run for an offi ce, be
it class officer or Stu-A may
pick up nomination petitions
in the Student Activities
office in Roberts as well ub
in Miller Library next to the
reserve desk. Interested
candidates wishingv to voice
views with respect bo Jay H, Otis
;'| their
their particular candidacy Executive Chairperson
may do so by submitting n Stu-A

To the Editor:
The frame mentioned in
last week's article on the
Student Arts Festival is by
Rich Craig.
- .' . ¦
Sincerely,
Anne Baxter

Dear President Cotter,
Now that we've achieved
bonaflde college status with
our charges in surplus of
$9000.00, is it too much to
ask to have raisin bran
waiting for me at breakfast? '' . ; • .;• . • ".' ; ¦ ' ¦
Randolf Scott

American
Cancer Society
*
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of proof on our investmenl
counsel for
which
firms are exempted because
they have fewer than 25
employees. On January 9,
19811received a letter from
our investment counsel
informing me that the two
involved
firms . had,
respectively, " 10 and 15
employees in South Africa.
Therefore, in accordance
with
our
established
prodedures, they were not
removed from the approved
purchase list and, subsequently ,were purchased.
In short, we are working,
as we have always worked,
to insure an ethical investment portfolio. -I- stand
ready at any time to explain
our policies, procedures and
results to any interested
party. It is really unfortunate that you chose to
publish your editorial and
the article on the work of
the committee without ever
talking with me. I could
have easily cleared up the
inaccuracies and would
have been delighted to do
so.
Sincerely,
Tom Tietenberg
Chairperson,
Advisory
Committee on Investment
Responsibility .
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ffOTTOiGRAHAM
"WMm
HASMADE A
COMEBACK

Otto braham,
one of football's
greatest quarterbacks, has made a
successful come*!1
back:ifirom colorectal cancer. He arid
almos t 2 million
others afe living
proof your contributions count.
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CANCER

CAN BE BEAT.

Editorial Policy
is the opinion of the unEditorial
Content of the
entire
of¦ the
necessarily
and
"riot
only
editor
dersigned" ¦
:
. . • ¦ -. J ,
. ' >' ¦ ,
: . ' : y. - 7<
staff.
The ECHO reserves the right to edit commentaries
and letters to the editor. The opinions presented in
them do not necessarilyreflect that . of the ECHO.

Letters to the editor (cdnt
Coalition for Hypocritical Concern 64naive "
It is easy for someone
for naive perception of life.
H ow can you have the gall who can afford life to look
to suggest that we "get"
"this
How touchin g your lett er and I do mean to emphasize around and say, Yet
it
should
b
e
changed
."
to the editor (Feb. 27) was. your use of the word get , is much more important to
"poverty-stricken
and
You justly complain that
out and actuall y tr y to
Colby is too homogeneous. oppressed " studen ts, much go
change
the system. Sure,
I applaud you on your
an
corr ect observat ion . The as one would "get"
Colby needs to get more
college should str ive f or a oddity, for the benetit oi stu dents from outside of
more diverse student body. some elit ist snob like New England . But not in
However , your portrayal of yourself.
order to " entertain " us.
the American Middle class
So..., you've been luck y That attitude is worse than
was., a little bit too harsh.
any attitude of the middle
"Boring, simple, clones ...." enough to travel aroun d the class.
y.
were just a few of the ad- world to see such povert
bi
l
it y
A
nd
what
does
th
i
s
a
Let us change Colby f or
jectives you ascr ibe to
S.
U.
ou
t
s
i
de
the
tra
vel
to
better by changing
th em.
make you? Obviously not the
f irst . To look at
elves
You suggest that we one of the poor citizens of our s
and the unminorities
exclude this grou p of this world ; and yet, I doubt
as " char i
leged
d
er
p
r
i
v
class
"simple-middle
.enterta iner s" is not
people"" from Colby and you belong to the "middle- ming..ay
instead get " charm ing" class" since you believe the w to go.
minorities and , of course , Colby should rid itself of
students like yourself . I those who have "lived their
question not your re quest ent ire lives in a despicably
complacent
Amer ican Sincer ely,
for a more diverse student
Peter Necheles
body, but your obvious suburban subsistence. "
Coalition
To the
Hypoc ritical Concern:

Caree r Watch ( Continued )
OPERATION
CROSSROADS AFRICA Community
developmen t
-pro jects in Africa need your
assistance this summer.
Building pro jects, health
pro jects,
and
special
projec ts such as an"thropology
and
photogra phy. Must apply
as soon as possible. Find
out the telephone number in
Roberts 252.

MATH MAJORS - The
Guardian Life Insurance
Company is looking for
summer people for their
actuarial student pr ogram.
A perfect way to gain experience in the field and to

learn whether it might be a
good career for you. Must
be in upper quar ter of class.
Find out how to apply in
the Career Planning Office .

ANNOUNCEM ENT
*
/ DANCE
Featuring The Bob McCurd y Band
(otherwise known as Windfall Profi ts)
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O O Tom Strat ton and
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The Hu mble Farmer

by Robert Skoglund
dowsill was always bad luck. "
. This af ternoon I was halfway through dinn er
"That' s because birds eat bugs," said Gram p
when I happened to notice a fork on my plate and
with disgust. "And if your windows! ]! is covered
another one in my hand.
with bugs, you've got trouble ."
"Where did that extra fork come from ?" I asked
"I was alwa ys told not to rock an empty rocking
wih sur prise.
chair
or someone would die,,' I said encouragingly.
.
"No wonder I' m losing weight , " growled Cra mp
''What foolishness ," he replied. "I don 't like to
Wiley, my gracious host. "How can I expect to hold
see an empty rocking chair rocking because it' s
my own when my neighbor comes over here and
nerve-rackin g. Wears out the rockers. That' s the
eats with two forks. "
only reason it bothers me."
Gladys , who had been feeding Gramp pret ty
Gladys looked very serious and said , "He . has to
regular for 56 years, was somewhat kinder. "It' s a
wear a certain hat when he goes hunting ."
sign you're going to get married ," she said
"That' s different ," Gramp exclaimed as he
hopefully.
pounded a fistful of fork on the table . 1 grabbed the
I und erstood her interest. If I were married , with
last potato while his guard was down. "I' ve never
any luck , I'd start taking some of my meals at
shot a deer while wearing any other hat. That' s
home.
different from superstition ."
"I' ve never heard that one," I said with intere st ,
"Can yon think of any more?" I asked.
"but I guess people aren 't as superstitious as they
"We ll, They used to say if you forget something at
used to be. Do you know any more old sayings ?"
someone 's house and have to go bade and get it, you
"My mother wouldn 't have anything in the house
have to sit on scissors."
"That doesn't make much sense.Gramp, " I said .
with a bird on it. " she said , "If anyone gave her a
"But some do," he replied. "Joe said he never
tablecloth or dish or anything with a bird on it,
worked bis truck on Sunday because when he did it
she 'd throw it away ."
always broke down on Monday. I guess it was a
"What foolishness," snorted Gramp . He noticed
good excuse to takec day off,"
I'd forgotten about the serious busin ess at hand and
, I thanked Gladys for an excellent dinner , got up
quickly speared the last piece of deermeat with his
and
put my coat on.
fork.
"Once my mother had one of them ivy plants that
She gave me her usual reply: "I warn 't much.
crawls across th e wall." Gladys continued.
Just a little something to hold us together. -You
"Someone came in tlie house and said when the end
know if you put something on wro ng side out, it' s
of it had crawled all around the room and got back
bad luck to change it. My niece went to school one
to where lt had started , someone would die. My
day with her sweater on inside out. It was the day
• they were going to have their pictures , taken for the
father heard that and made her throw it away . It' s
just as well. You can't clean behind them anyway."
yearbook , but she didn't dare chang e the* sweater
Gramp looked up and said , "Blue boats. None cf
around ."
the old timers would, have a blue boat . They 'd never
Gramp said something that sounde d like, "What
leave a hatch cover upside down. And they were
foolishness," as lie steadied the empty rocker I'd
pretty sensitive if a schooner didn't launch
accidentally hit on my way to the door. When he
properly. That was always a bad sign, Of, course . I
saw me looking at him he said, "Well . I' m not
never believed In any of it."
superstitious , but why.take unnecessary chances?"
"My mother wouldn 't let me open an umbrella in
The Humble Farmer can be heard on Maine Public
the house," said Glad ys. "And a bird on the winRad io every Wednesday at 11 p.m. 00.0 FM
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Upset Bowdoin

Mules end
it in sty le
by Don McMillan
The night had potential. The script was set. With a
victory over Bowdoin last Saturday night, the men's
varsity basketball team, considered to be less than a
division power at pre-season, would end the year with a
surprising .500 record (12-12) , a share of the CBB title, a
great ending for the careers of five seniors, and fond
memories for everyone of the season.
But the Bowdoin Polar Bears would not be an easy
obstacle to clear to achieve all of these things. They
entered the game with a 16-4 record and a win over
Colby in their back pocket, a 71-58 thrashing in Brunswick on Feb. 4th. Many believed the White Mules' luck
had run out for this season, after 11 wins off a very
difficult schedule, and a big upset over Tufts in OT the
weekend before.
But the Mules weren't ready to let up and. came away
Saturday with a 80-78 upset victory, thanks primarily to
the effective and inspirational play of seniors Tom Zito,
Paul Belanger, Jeff Douglass, Greg Pomeroy, and Bob
Reynolds, who were ending their hoop careers at Colby.
Perhaps the upset would not have occurred at the
Division I or even II level, where games are much more
predictable, but at the small school level , in a game
contested between two traditional state rivals, the upset
probability increases dramatically often as a result of
superior psyche.
Whitmore started the five seniors, who stayed even
with their opponents in the first half. The see-saw period
was the match tied at 8, 12, 16, and 20. The biggest lead
of the half was five points-27-22 Bowdoin with seven and
a half minutes remaining. 6'4" Sophomore Chris Jerome
of Portland dominated the first 20 minutes, hitting 9 of
14 from the floor and grabbing six rebounds. The star
center, a get-the-job-done player with poor form but
excellent results, shot all of his 14 from within 10 feet. In
fact, only four of Bowdoins first half points came from
outside shots.
Colby, meanwhile, got a few from Patience and
Reynolds underneath, but the offense relied primarily
on the Tom Zito-Paul Belanger long bomb show. The
Mules.went to the locker room with a 38-35 intermission
lead, climaxed by a Pomeroy tip-in at the buzzer off a
Bill Storey 12-foot miss.
In the second half, Belanger lead the way for Colby
with a dozen points, 10 from long range. Bowdoin attempted to work it in to Jerome, but Colby 's improved
coverage and Jerome's shooting slump held the center
to, j ust four points in the first 17 minutes of the second
half. Colby built a couple of five-point leads, and then
went on a tear and scored 10 in a row to make the score
63-51 with six. minutes left. As the 1200 who were present
at the Wadsworth Gym united for a resounding cheer, it
became evident that the Mules weren't going to let this
one slip away.
.
But they almost did. With three minutes to go Zito and
Belanger began to cool off , while Jerome heated up. He
sunk an eight foot jumper to cut the lead to 10, a five
footer to cut it to seven, and another eight footer to
make 74-71with 60 seconds left.
As with any dramatic basketball game, the final
minute was absolutely hectic. With 50 seconds
remaining Patience drew a foul and swished both ends
of the one and one to make the score 76-71. Time to take
out the seniors for individual rounds of applause. The
gesture proved to be a bit premature.
Bowdoin's captain Mike McCormack layed one up to
make the difference three points. With 31 seconds left
Zito was fouled, hit his first one, missed number two. 7773. Bowdoin's David Powers snared the ensuing rebound
and launched a court long pass to teammate Jerome.
Bob Reynolds tipped the pass but was called for a foul
in the process, and Jerome sunk his pair of free throws
to make it 77*75 with 27 seconds left.
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Up andi over

photo by Whitney Draper

Senior co-captain Paul Belanger goes up for a layup
against Bowdoin last Saturday night in Wadsworth
Gym. Belanger and the four other seniors led the Mules
to an 80-78 upset victory in their last game for Colby
y
basketball. Greg Pomeroy looks on.
Dick Whitmore, in a more ecstatic mood, said "I can't
, On the Colby breakout Belanger drew a foul and
calmly sunk his pair to put the Mules back up by four,
say enough about these guys, especially the five seniors.
79-75. Zito stole the ball from Bowdoin seconds later,
When we were 6-10 it would have been easy to just give
was fouled, and hit one of two from the line with 11ticks up, but they stuck with it and had a tremendous (6-2)
left on the clock,. But then Zito fouled Whitmore, who hit
final third of the season, highlighted by victories over
one of his one and one chances. Chris Jerome stepped to Tufts and now Bowdoin/ 4
the line just two seconds later and swished both of his
Whitmore also praised tlie offense for being patient
gifts. Six seconds left. 80-78.
and for not pressing. He felt the key statistic of the
Then, as Rick Fusco dribbled up the court, Bowdoin
game was Colby 's low turnover total (just eight).
had to foul him, begging for just one more chance. Bowdoin turned the ball over 17 times,
Fusco missed his free throw, an d Bowdoin came away
Along with the reduction of turnovers, the Mules'
with the rebound and a chance to tie. The Bowdoin man
coach felt that the difference between this game and the
fumbled with the ball and a jump ball was called after a
first one between the two teams was Colby's ability to
resulting scramble.
cut-off - in fact sever - Bowdoin's outside shooting.
The Polar Bears control led the tap, but the final
Colby totally dominated the outside game, th anks to
second ticked away, the basketball in midflight on a
Belanger and Zito and a revised Colby defense that
desperation three-quarter court shot that sails wide of
forced Bowdoin to give up oh the longer shots.
everything, End of chops, start of celebration,
A great ending to a season - one to be remembered,
"Colby totally outplayed and outhustled us," comThe White Mules superior psyche and intensity made
mented somber Bowdoin coach Jack BicknolJ imthe upset probability a reality. The win was the biggest
team, A perfect
mediately after the game. "It's a fine win for their
victory of the year for the Colby
¦
¦ ¦ men's
" '. . ' •
program."
ending,

BlankPC

Women mak e the
EAIAW tourne y

JIIJllH^
We are living; it seems, in the "nulke-it-into-a-movie "
era . A tough city cop is stebbed seven times and shot
twice :byja no-good city hoodlum, and lives to tell the
story. Make it into a movie. A young; Ail-Americ an Boy
suddenl y learns he has leukemia and dies after a long,
painful , and courageous battle. Make it into a movie.
The 1980 Olympic hockey team defies seemingly iik
surmountable odds, upsets the powerful Russians , and
captures the coveted gold medal. Make it into a moviev
"A BC was the luck y bidder this time , and they aired
their accountTot the American dream come true , aptly
named "Miracle on Ice," last Sunday night at 8 pm.
y But why? Why^ does ah/eveht of such incredible
magnitude have to be dramatized and retold in a threehour television movie? So that a major television network can capitalize on a captured audience , boost their
ratings , and brin g in massive amounts of revenue? Is
this simply-.- -a kind of exploitation of a rare historical
event? Admittedly, these "real life saga" movies are
always interesting and usually enteriauiing. But can't
they akto be subtiy misu^o"rming arid distorting?
" Miracle on Ice" was certa inly mteresting-a real
crowd pleaser. It fed our endless hunger for the untold
story, the behind-the-scenes scoop, the juicy human
drama stuff . For instance , we learned that the Olympic
players actually drank beer ( !) , even during tryouts. We
saiw the strain the whole ordeal put on coach Herb
Brooks ' marr iage. We witnessed the many hassles with
uppity, money-hungry professional lawyers that Brooks
endured in order to keep the squad intact. We learned
what it meant when Brooks called captain Mike
Eruzione "Mike , " and what it meant when he called
him "Eruzione. " (Yes there was a difference. ) And best
of all , we got to follow Brooks to the lockerroom after
the Finland game, after his boys had won the gold. I
must confess,. I had always : wondered what happened
when Herbie left the bench so quickly, completely
ignor ing the pandemonium on the ice. And now we
know-Herble cried. Yes, we learned it all.

happen in eight seconds ?" just before . Mark J ohnson

scored with one second remain ing in the second perio d
against the Swedes? Or was that just casually written iii
for a touch of Hollywood humor? Before the movie
started , ABC flashed an introduction that some.of the
characters were "composites ," and that some time
elements had been "altered for dramatic effect ." But
how many? And which ones? As Boston Globe television
critic Jack Thomas so aptly put it in his recent preview
article , "Who is entitled to decide that one fact in an
historical event is insignificant and ccan¦ be changed
while another is important and cannot ?
The movie itself was well-done. The acting was
adequate and the situat ions seemed realistic enough. I t
had its inconsistencies (at one point , a departing player
who had just been cut from the team walked across the
ice in dress shoes- a definite no-no) , but for the most
part , it was well done. And any faults were more than
compensated for in the second half of the movie, which
featured - oyer 15 minutes of actual ' clippings . of
American Olympic hockey action. These were the indisputable high point of the show. The would make any
movie worth watch ing. "
But still there is that nagg ing doubt abou t the movie
as a whole. How much was real ? The tapes ^were the
high . point because they were the real thing...as
remembered, We don't neect a three-hour movie "to
conjure up the feelings of triumph and patriotism we all
felt last February. Three hours of those tapes would
have served the same purpose . The movie a ttempted to
f ill in the personal gaps, the missing links, the untold
stor ies. But instead it has . mingled , perhaps inextricabl y, real ity and "the dramatic effect."
As columnist Thomas warn ed, "it may create more
last ing memor ies than the event itself... and in ti me, it
may become difficult for us to distin guish which
elements were true , and which were not. "
So, is it live, or is it Hollywood? I'll always wonder.

ssn

Or did we? Was what we saw last Sunday night what
really happened , or was it the Hollywood twist? Is it live
or is it Hollywood ? Did Mike Eruz ione's father re a lly
turn to Jim Craig Sr, in the stands and say, "What can

The
Colby
women's
hockey team created their
own miracle on ice last
Saturday, blank ing secondranked Prov idence College
3-0. Surprising everyone
except themselves the Colby
women handed the Lad y
Friars their first shut-out
defeat in three years .
, The underdog Mules,
ranked only seventh going
into the game, took advantage of " a P rovidence
penalt y and scored less than
six minutes into the contest.
Defensemah Pam Woods
slid the puck to freshman
sensation Alicia ""Flash"
Curtin who powered it by
the PC netminder .
Just 59 seconds later the
rebound of Linda Churchill' s shot was ramme d
home by senior Sara
Bunnell . Also assisting on
the play was Lauren
Watson.
The momentum of the two
goals spurred the Colby
defense to an . excellent
per formance as Pr ovidence
outshot the Mules 10-0 but
could not get on the
scoreboard in the f irst
period.
In what might have been
her last game in a Colby
uniform,
goalie
Steph
Vrattos was extraord inar y,
mak ing one key save af ter
another

on

shots

that

lead was threatened by a
power play opportunity for
Provi dence, but the
penaltykilling squad outhustle d the Lady Fr iars who
were unable to generate an y
scoring opportunities. Colby
outshot PC 9-2.
Third per iod act ion was
intense
as
Providence
poured on the pressure in a
final attem pt to come alive.
Their frustration was indicated by the increas ing
roughness of play but the
Mules were not going to
become rattled by a few
illegal checks . I nstead the y
held on, with Vrattos turning back 16 shots and
Linda Church ill scoring on a
pass from Curtin to put the
game out of reach .
The Mules had done it !
They ha d gone on the road
and played with the intensity and determination of
cham pions. A veteran ob-

server who was among the
large and vocal Colby

crowd called it "one of the
two best victories in the
histor y of women 's hockey
and the best team effort
ever ."
With the sweet tasf eof last
week-ends' victory still in
the ir mouths , the Mule
women wil be fac ing the
University of New Hampshire in the first round of
the prestig ious EAIAW
tournament
in Durham ,
Fr ida y night. Colby will be
entering
tihe
two-day
tourne y ranked fourth in the

seemed sure goals. .Vrattos
establ ished control of the
game early, in the first
period
by stoppi ng a
breakaway . by one of P C's nation.

talented forwards.
The . second period was
again dominated by C olby 's
awesome pla y. The Mule 's

In view of last
weekend 's
performance
the ir goal of emerg ing th ird
or better appears well
with in reach. .

Men showwell
at New En glan ds
by Katie Leighton
y ~y7 - :- ^
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Swiiiiners earii NJE. rankin g

by Brian Goodoll

'; ' .

Oh ' Thursday Feb ruary
26th, Faith Bramhall ^Kathy
Docherty, Mary Kennedy,
Sar ah Rogersi '/ v < Rise
Sarnuols , ;i v ahd ; ' ; Lisa
Tourangcau ^ travel led to
Northeastern
; fori t the .
Women 's New.¦ . England
Cha mpionships. . . . . :. " , yf
y The^ highlight of the ; meet
came on Sunday, during tho
200-yard broaatstroke , when

Mary Kennedy dropped her
best time by seven seconds
to a 2:49. As a result of her
quick awim , Kennedy is how
ranked 16th in New England
in the 200-yard breaststroke.

On
Saturday
Rise
Samuels preved to the
crowd that Colby divers "do
it with a twist." As a result
of hor showing,- Samuels is
now ranked 13th in New
England in three-meter
. .. . •" ,. .<;, y ^y,
' diving;,'

Othor
notable swims
came from Faith Bramhall
in the 200-yard breaststroke ,
from the 200- and 400-yard
medley, • rela y
team
( Rogers ,
Kennedy,
and
Docherty,
Touran geau) , and from the
800-yard freestyle . relay
team
. ( Bramhall ,
Tourangeau ,
¦ Rogers,,
Kennedy ). . . .v > .
When asked to comment
on the season, Captain Sara
Robinson said, "It was a

building year for the team.

Losing

Bramhall

seniors
and

Faith

Melissa
Hausmann will hurt , but
strong . swims can bo expected next , year from :
Margie Shea, Lind y Lowell,
and Marie Arnmerman in
distance freestyle ; Julie
Sohell and Pam Littlofiol d '
in freestyle sprints and
from 1
backstroke; . and
Nancy
Hauck
lh the 1
breaststroke. "

Four

members

of the

men 's track team travelled

to Boston last Saturda y for
a two-day meet in which
they
competed against
athletes from all the fouryear colleges in all divisions
in New England.
Up
against what . coach Jim
Wescott
described
as
"super competition " none of
the men from Colby placed
in the top 6 of their events ,
but two came out with
personal bests.
Senior Chris Smith ran his
best time In the trials of the
COO meter race crossing the
finish line at 1:14.9, a time
which did not qualify for the
finals for that race , In the
two mile sophomore Todd

Coffin ran a 9:06.8, which
was a pers onal best for him.
Kelly Dodge, also a sophomore , ran the mile in 4 :18,
but failed to advance to the
finals in that race , The
fourth
competitor from
Colby was Brian Russell

who did so well the week

before in the high jump. In
this meet he made the
opening height of 6'6" , but
did not clear the next height
of 6'8" .
Coach Wescott
commented that this was
ironic because he had never
seen RusselPlpring so well
before , but he was jumping
a little too far away and
consequently landing on the
bar.
Overall Coach Wescott
was pleased with the entire
season and looks forward to
a strong spring season.

U. Lowell edges
past Mu les, 4-3
bySteven Nicholas
Almost. ; The;
eighthranked men's hockey team
slmost upset top-seeded
Lowell in their quarterfinal
clash at Tully Forum in
Billerica , Mass. last Sunday
night . But almost doesn't
count in ECAC Division II
hockey. Two third-period
goals lifted the Chiefs to a 43 win, and sent the Mules to
the showers for the last
time this season.
The Mules came up with
one of th eir stron gest efforts
of the campaign , and it just
wasn 't enough. Lowell took
the lead just four minutes
int o the game on a
powerplay goal by winger
Mike Carr . In fact , it was to
be a powerplay unit' s
delight . Three of Lowell's
goals and each of Colby's
three were scored With a
man advantage . V
The Chiefs are a big team
th at doesn 't hesitate to mix
it up come game time. As a
result , the first part of the
contest
was extremel y
physical . But the Mules,

shialler in size but not in
fortitude , weren 't rattled.
They continued their calm ,
European style of hockey,
playing the puck back to
their defensemen rath er
than panicking and falling
into
a dump-and-c hase:
game . That seemed t o
frustrate the Chiefs , and at
16:52 of the per iod, a- fiveminut e ma jor penalty gave
the Mules a little slack.
They took it. Assistant
captain Pat Murp hy scored
twice in a 39-second span to
catapault the Mul es to a 2-1'
lead lat e in the per iod.
Assists on both occasions
came from high-scoring
winger Jim Er skine and
freshman
center
Neil
Wysocki. The speedy senior
playing in his last game for
Colby, score d the first on a
backhander from eight feet
out. Half a minute later ,
Mur phy aga in found th e
puck on his stick in front of
the Lowell cage,7deked left,
and lifted it over the baffled
Chief goalie for a 2-1 edge.
The second stanz a was
one of those ironic , toughluck periods of hockey. The

¦ •t%i - V -li_ »
Not this ^
time
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gamee
Senior assistant
captain Bob Norton is denied by the Babsongoahema
" "'
• •
'"
' ,:
' '
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. . ny i' i i| i
Maier and his defensive
cohorts were outstan ding .
were
Scoring
chances
plent iful. But the Mules
simply couldn't finish off.
. Lowell did, though , with
less than two minutes
rema ining in the period.
Fran Dee's drive along the
ice from 20 feet out

' ¦"
y 'r' tu .
. . .
'

Mules dominated play, but
the Chief s scored the only
goal. Playin g what may
have been their finest 20
minutes of two-way hockey
of the season, the Mules '
passing was short , crisp,
and accurate . Goalie Paul

slithered throu gh a screen
and under Maier , and the
game was deadlocked at

two after two stanzas.
In the third period the
Chiefs , perhaps a bit apprehens ive
about
the
closeness of the game,
came out of the lockerroom
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Both the mile and sprint
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previously set this season at

at Boston University last
weekend. The mile rela y,
run by Hilary Larabn , Rose
Francis , Chris Cheney, and
Tammy Jones , took sixth
place with a time of 4:00.1.

call It Genesee Cream Ale. To other 's
It' s Genny Cream . You can call it
terrific.
So make up your mind. "I ain't gonna
bore my taste no more—gonna have
me a .Genny Cream. " Today,
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^^"^
^^^^^^
^
^
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In the waning moments '
coach Micke y Goulet opted
to pull the Mule goalie for
an extra skater , and freshman Tim Holt brou ght the
Mules to within one with
26 seconds left. The Mules
continued to apply offensive

'

"

'
- . .. .

..

¦ " '

.

Indeed , in a season that
many thou ght would be "a
rebuilding year /' the Mules
managed
their
best
divisional

record

in

^
COLONIAL DISTRftUTORS, INC. ^""^—^ "***^

^^

a

decade ( 13-11) and earned a
playoff berth in the ECAC
Division II tourney for the
strai ght year.
second
.

sprint

4x200 Scanlon, also ra h, 4>ut did *,

relay,

meters , took almost two not place.
$
Liz Murphy ran the 55seconds off the old record
and set the new one at meter dash , taking sixth
place. She. also ran the 200
dash and placed
7th , were ' Jones , Cheney, seventh. The official times
for her races are not
Laraba , and Liz Mur phy.
The two mile relay team , available yet as they are
Eleanor being sent up from Boston.
consisting
of
Campbell, Roberta Bloom,
1:46.9. Tbe women who ran

Libby Wheatley and Debbie

BONNIE'S COUNTRY DINER
FOR BREAKFAST!
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the New England meet held in that relay , which placed meter

f*

Thraiva surprise part y
for yourtaste.

Tbday, more and more peopleare
looking for new and different things to
try. One thing they're trying a lot of is
Genesee Cream Ale. Because Genny
Cream isn't a carb on copy flavor of
anot her beer or ale. It' s got a flavor
all its own. With a difference your
taste buds will celebrate. Some people

.

'
flying. At 4:49 Dean Jenkins pressure "until the final
flipped one over Ma ier 's buzzer , but in vain. Almost.
"W e were not hap py in
shoulder to make it 3-2.
Twent y eight seconds later , losing," remarked one Mule
at 5:17, Carr stu ff ed the af ter the game , " but we
puck past Maier from were
not disappointed
behind the net for his either . Lowell is ah "exsecond goal of toe evening. cellent team, but we held
And at 4-2, it was all but our own. "

The

relay teams broke records

f Jt

i ii

Relay teams break more
reco rds at New Englands
by Katie Lelghton
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OPEN
Weekda ys
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BENTON AVENUE WINSLOW
PH ONE 872-7712
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Overall 1 there were 32
teams competin g and B.U.
won the meet with a, total
score that was. a healthy 50
points ahead of the second
place team.
Richard
BeU
Coach
described the competition
as being very good, as there
were only two or three other
schools from Division ill.
He Is looking forward to this
weekend' s meet, the Dlv.
Ill Easterns at West Point
because the competition
there will be closer to
Colby's level and it will give
the team , a chance to
compete against schools
from all the states between
West Virginia and Maine.
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Pam Ellis, West Side Story choreographer , leading the
jets street gang members through their dance

Colby gang wars
R ehearsals begin
by Brigitte Raquet
" West Side Story " is
coming to. Colby . The cast
list was recen t ly posted and
the whole team is hard a t
work , preparing to present
th is modern day "Romeo
and Juliet" April 16, 17, and
18. ' _ . . - •:
And what' s more , the
production will be brough t
to us f rom that most
venerable
spot ,
the
Waterville Opera House. In
the past the Hou se was a
favor ite tourin g spot for the
likes of Henr y Fonda and
his fellow actors. It will
surel y provide an impressive atmosphere and
adequate staging space for

the presentation of "West

Side Story, " which , as a
highlights
musical ,
choreogra phy .
In charge of the student
production
are Director

J ohn F oster , Asst. Director
Worster ,
Dave*
Choreogra pher P am Ell is
and Sta ge Manager R ich
Schwermer .

members of the
Sharks St reet gan g are :
Frank
Wirmusky
(Bernardo ) ;
Juan
Colon
( Chino) ;
Dave
Bolger
(Pepe) ;
Sammi Yassa
Ca st as members of th e ( Indio ) ; Greg Walsh (Luis) ;
Jets Street gang are: Jeff Stu Babbitt
(Anxious)
Vogt (Tony) ; Joe Kelliher Greg Kenyon (Nibbles). " ;
(R iff) ;
Dave
Augeri
The Shark women are
( Action) ;
Doug Mears played
by:
(Arab ); Bill O'Neil (Baby Howland (Maria );Darlene
Nora
John ) ; . Bill
Rogers Putnam
(Anita ); Karen
(Diesel);-* Steve Barbour Cowles ( Rosalia ); Tabitha
( Snowboy); Rick Patten Benner ( Consuelo );
Tina
(Big Deal).
Padur (Teresita ) ; Jenny
The ir women are pla yed Gates (Fra ncesca); Joma
Donna
Morre Venti (Estella ).
by :
(An ybody 's) ;
Doc will be pla yed by
Mary
( Graziella ) ; J ohn Yates ; Shrank by J ohn
DeMocher
Laura Manger (Minnie ) ; Polimeno ; Glad Hand by
Neal Cousins and Off icer
MaryBeth
Whitaker
( Velma) ; Maureen Hagerty
Kru pke by Greg Pomeroy.
( Clarice ) ; Joann a Hughes
The entire -cast has
(Pauline ) ; Christy Gledhill rehearsal , every
night.
( Shirley ); Kathy Musser
From the looks of it , this
(Jackie ).
should be quite a show I
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MON.-SAT. 9-5P.M.
129 AA /jJN STREET
WATERVILLE , MAINE

(207 ) 873-6407

'*" " WHERE YOU GET IT FO R A SONG "

EVERYTHING IN THE STORE AT LEAST 30% OFF

SUGGESTED RETAI L PRICE

TRADES •REN TALS • REPASS
PURCHAS E A ND SALE OF NEW & U S ED E QU IPMEN T

phot o by Paul Deran ian

Opposing Street gang, the Sharks , plotting the steps to
their colorfully str uctured syncopation.

Arts Festival speaker
Gussow and t actile art

by Anne Baxter
Allan Gussow , painter ,
was a guest speaker last
Thursday, in a Student Arts
Festival event. He gave an
excellent
presentation
which included a slide show
of his work . He was witty
and ar t iculate as he
discussed his lif e as an
art ist and the pur pose and
necessit y of art. Gussow
sees art not as a product ,
but as a bi-product of life;
one takes exper iences and
converts t hem into art.
Gussow believes tha t art ists are important because
they give form to our
dreams and because of
what T .V. is doin g to

Libera l
a r ts
grads

The PEACE COR PS will

give you the skills and the

opportunit y to do something
about
malnutrition ,
inadequate
housing ,
illiteracy ,
archaic
agricultural methods , and

ill health in areas all over

the developing world . Get
your career off to a great
start as a PEACE CORPS
volunteer.
Interviews Roberts
Union , 9-4:30,
March 9.
Sign up in the career
nlannincc off ice.

people:
along
with
maximally processed food
we
get
mechanically
processed experience. Art
allows one direct experience
a nd sa t isf ac t ion through the
senses. Gussow feels " we
need art to help us
remem ber what it is to be
human. "
O n Fr ida y G ussow led a
field trip to the Belgrade
Lakes. The small group of
students and facult y worked
toget her to create a circular
scul pture using natural
mater ials.
Frida y night Gussow
showed a . film in which he
interv iewed ten Amer ican

landscape painters.
The
film's edit ing was poor in
many places which Gussow
adm itt ed.. The interview s
were ineffective in bringing
out many of the artists '
feelings
and
atti t udes
towards the ir work. The
quest ions focused on the
reasons why the artists
chose their subject matter.
The paintings were compared to other actual settings.
Gussow wasn 't im press i ve
in his interaction w ith other
artists on f i lm , but he gave
an outstan ding personal
pre sentation .

BERRY'S
stationers
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40's sound returns to Wadsworth Gym
by Mike Ryan

Fr ida y
evening
the
Wadsworth
Gymnasium
came alive to the .nostalgic
sounds of the Locomot ion
Band. Conducted by Adrian
Lo the band played such
classic songs as Star dust ,
One
O'clock
Jump,
Chatanuga Choo-Choo and
such contem porar y tunes as
One Fine Day and Leroy
Brown.
The band 's structure is
consistent to ban ds f rom the
Big Band era of the 40's.
Six trumpets , 4 trombones ,
a bass player , a drummer ,
a piano player and 6
saxaphones combine for. a
truly authentic big band
sound . The band has been
performing for two years.
This year has been most
pro duct ive in terms of
numbers of per f ormances .
Considering this fact , the
ban d kept the ir songs ver y
tight. The trumpet and sax
section seemed the stron gest
photo by Don Gallo

The horn section blew the Locomotion audience away.

Looking to the future
I th ink the band has a lot of
potent ial as their re petoire
gr ows and exper ience with
each other increases .

BAR-B-Q-R IBS
ONLY $5.95 '

With a Colby ID
on Tues . and Wed. nig hts .

You 've had them in Florida
now have them here I

He emphasized that with cameras and visual film, one
can get closer to individual perception than through an
objective 'realist' portrait.
His first film entitled ' NogaroW was a silent black and
white film about watchin g a child's world , and (he land ,
creatures , events and rhythms around that world.
Children were viewed eatin g breakfast , eating
ice cream , running etc. Everyday routines that are
always the same , yet always new were portrayed ,
Meader 's second film Winter L, set up likely and
seemingly unlikely juxtapositions and visual combinations. He paraded many textures and shifts in
space - all attempting to depict a winter-like experience
that gets below the surface of a mere glance ,
Catwalk , his third film, was made during the Vietnam
War. It is o portrait of Meader 's 13-year-old cat , and a
comment on endurance in the face of the general chaos
of mortality . This film was accompanied by a Jesse
Colin Young song entitled Stop Killing One Another. ,

i
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Bar-B- Q-Baby Back Ribs.
s
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trumpeters

phot o by Don Gallo

tention since th e sixties, but because still in i ts youth , is
not really considered art . If art is a " field dealing with
the indefinable ! creative spirit , with subjectivity and
with human culture " or if it is a "visual mode of
communication through which one can express feelings,
ideas, etc. " Then the film , as Meader insists , certainly
ieserves greater recognition as a legitimate art form .
Art , Meader held, should not bee a product , but a wa y of
involvement with life. It should help one understand the
world around him.
Meader denounced realists such as Courbet and
Daumier stating that a painting attemp ting to depict
realism was too objective and hence a "pale
representation of reality. " He stressed that art is not
like a machine but is highly abstract and open to the
unanswered question about the definition of art.

Many other dinners to choose from.

¦^^^^^

member s

Inten t

On Mon. nite Abbott Meader presented a series of five
short visual art films. Meader was a member of the Art
Filmmaker with a Master of Fine Arts degree from tlie
University of Colorado . Over the years he has received
grants and fellowships to assist his work from Dartmouth College, Colby, The National Endo wment for the
Arts and the Maine State Commission on the Arts and
Humanities. His films have been exhibited widely in the
U.S. and Europe , at such places as the School of tlie Art
Institute of Chicago , the University of Chicago, tbe Ann
Arbor Film Festival , and McGill University.
Meader first spoke on how the aspect of the artist has
changed with the forms of contempor y art since 1920
and of the unknown characteristics of film. He spoke of
film as a young medium which has received more at-

NEAR THOMAS COLLEGE

Tues - Sat. 5-10
Sunday 12-8
Clo sed Mon.

older

by Karen Anne Wexler

West River Rd. Waterville

PHONE : 872 - 941 1

included

from the Waterville communit y and man y Colby
students . The gym was
arranged in a cafe style
with
small
tables
surround ing the dance f loor
with a catered bar off to the
side. The musical group's
talent seemed well appr ecia ted and we look
forward to t he next per formance of the Locomotion
^
Band "

Hea der p resents f ilms

Oren Shiro 's
Restau rant

To get here fust follow Kenned y
Memoria l Dr. toward Waterville
and take the right at the light just
after the JFK MALL. We are located
jus t about a m ile out at the
Pine Ridge Golf Course.
See you there I

The evening included
guest appearences by Gary
Smith and his band Fract ions .
Dennis Belanger
contributed vocals to the
Locomot ion's rend ition of
"Hello Dolly." The performance included powerful
sax solos by J eff Moore an d
Trac y Don . Ross Brennan
played excellent piano.
Tlie dancing audience
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His fourth , and tne final film to oe discussed , entitled
American Odyssey was a finalist in the 1980 American
Film Festival in New York. The film was made to be a
playful and provocative glimpse of school-room life as it
took place in 17 schools.
Menders presentation raised some definite issues
about the importance of the film as a subjective mode of
an art form through which the artist expresses feelings
and ideas, His presentation stressed that the door to
that enduring unanswerable question about the
..... . .
~
definition o£ art la still widely ajar.

New Aesthetic

Cultural Anthropology
by Ralph Palermo

by Martha Wiedersheim
The other day, Gary Smith and I were having one of
our convivial get-togethers on the topic of aesthetics,
and the subject turned, rather rapidly as I recall, to the
essential, bottom-line definition of art and whether, in
fact, one can posit a "bottom-line definition" of art. In
my last column, which I suppose could fit into the
opening paragraph of this week's epic length "New
Aesthetic" (It was a long seven days), I listed some
definitions of art given to me by people here at Colby.
They were interesting in their variety, due perhaps to
the confusing misconceptions still at large today. I state
once more; it's a dangerous world. ,
Gary and I were talking about my P.C.I. Vota Communista poster which I acquired this past summer in
Italy. Could one. consider that poster to be art? Yes, if
one considers the graffitti on New York subways to be
art , The connection? Someone somewhere created the
poster-the idea for the design came from someone's
imagination and it is with that someone that I, the
viewer of the poster, communicate. Whether it. was a
Giuseppe party worker in Bologna who periodically
updates party graphics or some kid with a can of dayglow spray paint, each object created somehow sets up
a line of communication between the viewer and the
artist. I use "somehow" because it seems, to be an indefinable entity,' for lack or a better term, which one
deals with in the definition of essential creativity
transported along a line from artist to viewer. I might
add that the viewer can also be the artist and it would
be easy to wnte for thirty pages on the process of
creation-but, more, fun to show which is future column
^
material. Back to the bottom line.
The problem that I see arising is one of limitation.
People limit themselves in their definition of art. A
leading philosopher of art, or aesthetician, Melvin
Rader, writes in his book, A Modern Book of Esthetics,
"There is now considerable consensus among
aestheticians that art is, in some sense, expressive. "

That's marvelous Mel. We're glad to see those
aestheticians are hard of work. Of course, Melvin does
go on to say soifiie valfcTand important things about
aesthetics but the basic drift of many aestheticians is
toward this limitation in defining that leads to
misconceptions. Can't one define art as the product and
process existing "in" the line of communication set up
between , the artist and the viewer through the object
created? This leaves the door open for politically conceived works pf art, for children's art, for graphic
designs, for graffitti on subway cars, for 'computer art' ,
for the handcrafted cabinet you made, in short, for
anything created in the imagination of the human being
and executed in such a manner as to establish the line of
communication. "Expression " is implicit in this
.__ .
definition.
Included in this broad definition are the artist, the
work of art, the viewer and the idea that some sort of
relationship that is not a static one/exists between all
three. This is all one needs, and how that relationship
works-different styles of art or creative end-products
function differently, as do the viewers and artists and it
is here where the analysis becomes intriguing. How
much does one's socialization process figure in prefering
one style over another? Why does one prefer one style of
art over another? What is it that constitutes "taste? "
We aren't dealing with beauty or ugliness or sublimity.
They are limiting words. And, we aren't dealing with
copying nature; it's more complex. .
The human longs to leave bis or her mark on the
earth. This necessitates creation and from that creation
there is much to be learned. Art truly is a universal in
this sense, and perhaps there is some validity in Marx'
desire to bring art back to the people. Strict aesthetical
analysis and years of dusty art history have stifled the
enjoyment possible in examining what constitutes art
and its relation to the human animal. Art is still up in
the air. It's a nice place to be.

Art Notes

Airwaves

LECTURE : "American
19th Century Art and
Literature " with Bryan
Director
of
Wolf,
Undergraduate Studies and
American Studies at Yale
University, March 9th, 8
p.m. - Given Auditorium.
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Bath, Maine.
Cultural
Former
road-trip spot.
shipbuilding
home
of
family. Open year round.
, Information :"443^11,
ENGLISH MADRIG ALS ,
sung by the Early Music
Group, Sun., March 8, 8
p.m., Lorimer Chapel.
Postponed from Wed., Feb.

UPCOMING IN BOSTON:
Pat.Matheriy Group, March
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The sawdust clung to his
boots and the chair creaked
as he rocked it back and
forth with nervous intensity
His lips, ,a taut line, parted
just enough to let a shot of
whiskey pass through ; what
he said next in a voice thick
with a sourmash rasp made
the hairs on the nape of my
neck stand.
"I'm not gonna let 'em
catch the midnight rider."
The thin scar which traced
his jawline throbbed with
bright, stinging anger.

He banged the shotglass
on the oily walnut of the
poker table and jerked his
body forward, boring into
my face with those wildly
glinting diamond eyes.
"You understand?"
I understood too well, but
my face was a mask.
Pounding the road-dust out
of my hat, I stood up and
left the saloon without a
word. Outside a hazy sun
was baking the ochre
horsepath, and a cold, filmy
sweat broke out on my
forehead.
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Page TVenty* •
by Fran Mullin
Quick! What is a wobgie,
where is Rakers, and /what
is the meaning of "fish eyes
and glue?" If you don 't
know, reach for the little
blue pamphlet that Colby
students are "intensely into
in a big way."
This excellent guide to
Colby's special dialect is
called "Colby Colloquial:
Colby College from A to Z."
It contains definitions of
phrases and words most
often heard at Colby, and is
awinvaluableguide to Freshmen, transfers, and other
confused characters.
Even if you're not a Frosh
(see Clueless) you can still
enjoy the wacky words
Colby students have used
recently and in past years.
The Colby Colloquial gives
"intense" definitions for
such "key" words as
(anything
"munchies"
edible) ,
"faced"
(irreversibly intoxicated) ,
and "spew " (1. to babble, 2.
to vomit).
Slang from Colby 's past is
also represented in the
handbook. For example, in
1928 "Bloody Monday " was
an entire day devoted to
Freshman hazing. "The
Jeff was the old name for
the Manor and, in 1947, the
green area behind Miller
Library was called the
"Mud Flats." Read the
Colby Colloquial to find out
what the 1873 Oracle said
about "the Royal Road to
Learning." Most of this
information was retrieved
from the depths of the
library "archives" and
Ernest Marriner 's book
"The History of Colby
College."

Stacks: the hardcore study area of the Libe

A bible for the clueless

p hotosby Amy.Fisher
The authors of "Colby Colloquial: Colby College
from A to Z" are Shannon Flynn, Anne Baxter and
Katie Spencer from left to right.

p hoto by Fuber

Car: the key to survival at Colby

p hoto by O.'L

photo by Paul Deranlan
Hall sports : obnoxious
fun for "ballsy " "bozos"
while "borked" after ,4 Bu
gs and Drugs."
Beerski: invented to be spilled and schwf lied.

P hoto b> Jason Wittier

The authors of this vast
storehouse of information
are sophomores (wise
fools) -Aiine
Baxter,
Flynn,
and
Shannon
Katherine Spencer. These
three roommates compiled
all the definitions for a JanPlan project.
"We made up a list of
words," , says co-author
Anne Baxter, "and just kept
adding to it all Jan-Plan.
Friends would bumble by
and give us words 'and then
we'd write (and rewrite)
the ydefinitibns. The ; last
week we put the whole thing
together," typed, it up, and
drew the iUustratiohs""
"The authors of the Colby
Colloquial," they . say, "do
not claim any great literary
accomplishment; weV are
aware of the fact that this
book is filled . with: ""many
imperfections and " even a
few wild blunders. Aihne
confessed that the authors
did most of the work at .the
last ; minute/ pulling "allnighters" the last three
days of Jan-jPlan.^Rut it
sCerns >that7 tliey have the
true meaning of . generally
vague Colby slang.
Anne, Shannon,yandyKatie
also say yin the-Colby
Colloquial introduction, "we
apologize if wey have offended anyone but sincerely
hope people "will take ' this
book for what it is' (see
Bible definition) ." It is
basically a furi book, good
for a lot of laughs.
If you want to understand
the language of the typical
Colbyite, you can buy one of
these guides in the Student
Activities Office. For only
$2, it's a premium (better
than 'ex to the max') little
book-ski.

Sellers: the "food service" - Fciod? Service?

Cubes: the "study " area moat conducive to "catching Z's'1 but only for "nur ds," or is that "nards? "
How about "nads?" Maybe he needs "No-Doz."

